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While some of the Liberty Boys kept-the raft as near the middle of the stream as possible,
fired at the Indians along-shore. The Indians returned the fire , with arrows. The
heat from the burning timber was almost unbearable.
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The Liberty Boys' Rot Campaign
OR,
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The Warmest Work on Record.
By HARBY MOOBEi
CHAPTER l.

•

A DESPERATE CASE.

It was a beautiful afternoon in May, of the year 1779.
Along a road which wound and twisted through the timber pei:;haps fifteen miles north from Savannah rode a
handsome, bronzed youth about nineteen years of age.
The youth in question was mounted on a magnificent
coal-black horse, which evidently had Arabian blood in its
veins.
The youth was one who had made himself famous in
the North\ by his wonderful work as a scout and ~Y·
He was known as Dick Slater, the captain of the Liberty
Boys of '76.
Dick and the Liberty Boys had been sent down into the
South to aid the patriots there and to render assistance to
General Lincoln, who was in command of the patriot army
o.f the South, with headquarters at Charleston, South Carolina.
Dick and the Liberty Boys were not content to remain
quietly in Charleston and await developments, however;
they wished to be up and doing; they could not keep still.
So they had left Charleston and had penetrated into
Georgia.
On this day of which we write, Dick had ridden on ahead
in disguise and the other members of the company of Liberty Boys were coming along at a leisurely pace several
miles behind.
Their purpose in cdming down in this part of the country was to protect the patriot settlers from the foraging
bands of red,coats that came forth from Savannah to rob
and plunder.

Suddenly an exclamation escaped Dick's lips.
"Hello! That is rather an unequal combat, I must say!"
were the words that escaped his lips.
Fifty yards in advance of him a very peculiar combat (
was in progress.
It was between an Indian and a big black bear.
The Indian was making as good a fight as he could; his
only weapon was a scalping-knife.
The bear had seized the redskin in his paws and was hugging him in a manner that was taking the strength from
the Indian quite rapidly.
A moment after Dick came in sight of the scene the
bear crushed the Indian to the ground, and in a few more
minutes it would 'have all been over, for the redskin was
almost exhausted; but Dick arrived and took a hand in the
affair.
·
Leaping to the ground, he drew a pistol and ran up close
to the bear; placing the muzzle of the pistol against its
head, he pulled the trigger.
Crack!
The shot was a deadly one. .
The bear gave utterance to a gasping growl and tumbled
over on the ground and began struggling in its death agomes.
The Indian scrambled to his feet and stood panting in
front of Dick.
"Red Fox much 'blige," he said in very fair English;
"white boy save Injun's life."
"Oh, I don't know about that," said Dick; "you might
have succeeded in killing the brute."
'.rhe Indian shook his head.
"No think so,'' he said. "lnjun 'bout tired out." I
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"Well, I 'm glad that I happened along jw;;t in time to be
"Red Fox want t' do sumthin' for white boy l' pay um
1
of service to you."
fur savin' lnjun's life:"
·•Injun glad, too. Red b'ox no Iurgii."
"That is all right. Yon need do nothing, Red Fox."
·•Oh, that's all right_; I did no more than you would have
"But Injun will do sumthin'. Could white boy use yel'done for me."
1011· stuff what wl1ite peeplc use so much?- Red Fox mean
A peculiar look appeared on lhe redskin's face and he gold."
Dick started.
looked at Dick for a few moments in silence.
" Gold!" he exclaimed.
"Dunno 'bout that," wifh a sober shake of Lh e head;
" C'gh. In jun know w'h ere fin' lots of gold."
'' Injun's people no like white men.''
" Where?" asked Dick, eagerly.
"Is that so?"
"' Way 11p river, in 'mong hills."
" Ugh. They kill while people whenever- Lhey git
"How do you know there is gold there?"
chance."
"Injun have foun' ii, lols times."
" Is that so?".
"ls there much of it, Red Fox?"
"Ugh."
"Ugh. H eap lots."
"'l'hat is bad. \Vbat tribe do you belong lo?"
"How far away is thi s place where the gold is to be
I
" Cherokee."
found?"
" Ah! And are the Cherokees on th'-war path?"
"Two days frum here. "
"Ugh. They on war path most all time, an' now they
Dick was silent and thoughtful a :few moments and then
are helpin' white men with red coats on."
said:
Dick started.
"We could make use of the gold, Red Fox, and perhaps
'' You mean the British? " he asked.
welmay
go and get some of it later on; but at the present
" Ugh. That um."
time
I
baw
s0m e other work to attend to. I must look
"In that case, pe{haps I ::ihould have let the bear eat
af.ter
the redcoats."
. you, R,ed Fox," said Dick.
"Red Fox help you." ·
"What fur? "
"AU right; can you tell me if there ar·e any redcoat:; in
" Because, if you are helping th e redcoats you must be
lhis
vi cinity at the present momen"t?"
my enemy.'.'
"Red Fox don't know; we go and look."
A look of understandin g appeared in th e beady eyes of
" Very 1reU; com e along."
.
lhe Indian.
Dick mounted his horse and ror1e onward, '11-'hile the red '' Me krtow,'' he said ; ''yo u on e of th e people what redskin trotted along beside him.
.
r·oa ts call rebels."
They made their way along for at leru;l two hour" and
" That's right, Red Fox; now what arc "·c to do-fight
then of 11 sudden they found themselves sunounded by a
each other?"
score or more of Indian warriors, who ru shcd out from
1
The Indian glane:ed down at the still form of the dead among the trees.
bear and then shook his head.
"Don' be 'fraid," said Red Fox; «these my peeple."
Then
fold ed his arms and looked sfraig ht into Dick's
Then he sail something to the warriors in the Indian
ey e ~.
fongue.
"Red Fox no fi ght white boy who saYe um life," he said,
'l'he.~' listened \Yi th interest, and then replaced the anows
with grave dignity; " if white boy want fight lnjun he can in the holders and showed by signs that they
were friendly.
do so; Injun no do ennythin'."
"I told um you save my li:fe," explained Red Fox; "an'
Dick smil ed and a look cir satisfadion c:am e oYer his you can go your 1ray now if you wanl. Red
Fox no go
face.
cnny furder, but w11e11 ,vou want t' sec me, come t' place
"Then we arc to be fri euus, l{ed Fox?" he asked.
where you kill bear, ju ~ t 'fore sundown. I be there pv'r.v
"Ugh. Red Fox whi te boy's fri en'-"
day."
"Good!''
'·Very well.,'' said Dick, ''and much obliged, Red Fox;
bick extended h:s hand and l'be Indian grasped it. 'rhey I may take a notion fhat I will want to go
getS'Ome
were to be fri end s.
of that gold , and will want .vou to guide me."
"White boy a rebel?" the Indian asked.
"Ugh. Red Fox be ready."
"Yes; I told you so a little while ago, you know."
'I'hen Dick rode onward.
"Ugh. Well , Red Fox liim rebel, too. "
'I'hree-qnarfore of an hour lutcr he brought Major to a
·'Good for you!" exclaimed Dick; '·then we will be slop on the top of a hill, and away in the distance he saw
friends, indeed! "
the city o! Savannah'.
"lnjun help white boy all him can."
While ho sat there looking down the roud he su.w a
"Glad to have you help me, Red Fox."
eonple of riders come in sight a mile away. T11ey ·were
The Indian looked thoug'htfolly at the ground for a few coming along at a gallop, and would soon be at the to1i of
moments ancl then said:
the hill .

he
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Dick acted upon the impulse of the moment, and dismounted and Jed his horse back in among the trees and
tied him.
Then he walked back and took up his position behind a
tree near the road.
He did not have long to wait
The riders appeared a few minutes after; and, to Dick's
surprise, one was a horsewom!l'D.
'I'he man was 1»British officer, a captain, judging by Iris
uniform. The woman was young and very pretty, so Dick
thought.
Quite to the youth's surprise, the two brought their
horses to a slop and made them turn around.
The two gazed in the. direction of Savannah for a :few
moments, and foen the· young woman exclaimed:
"What a beautiful view we get from here, Captain Fairfax!" ·
"Very beautiful, Miss Gertrude,'' was the reply.
The captain, Dick noted, was looking, not at the scenery,
but at tbe young woman, and Dick at once decided that the
officer. was in love with his fair companion.
She glanced around and. sa that the captain's eyes were
fastened on her I.ace, and she burst ont into a fit of silvery
laughter.
"Were you looking ai. me when you said that, Captain
Fairfax?" she asked.
He bowed in a grave, dignified manner, and said:
"I was."
Again the young lady laughed.
"Oh, Captain, Captain! When wilJ you lC'nrn to be
sensible?" sbe exclaimed.
"I can't helr loving you, Gertrude!" sai d the officer, in
almost a hissing voice, and he bent almost a fie.rce look
upon the girl's face.
"Oh, but you m~st help it," was the reply; "I have told
you a number of times that your lQve is not reciprocated,
and so the best thing you can do is to force yourself to
forget about it."· .,
"I cannot and I will not!" was the fierce reply ; "I love
you, and I am going to marry you !-or, if T do not, nobody
else shall!"
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"I wonder what he is thinking about now?" the youth
asked himself.
He was not long fo remain in ignorance of the officer'R
thoughts, for suddtdily the captain said, slowly and deliberately, but with undoubted earnestness:
"Gertrude, life witho1~t you would be tortu~e, would be
unendurable, and since you refuse to accept me as a suitor
-since you tell me, indeed, that there _is no hope1for me,
I have become desperate, and I have sworn that I will poRsess you whether you consent or not.''
The young woman gazed at the speaker, a look or surprise, anger and horror commingled resting on her countenance.

"Captain Fairfax!" she exclaimed.
"l mean it!" he declared; '.'and I think thai. lhe timr
has come for me to act."
"What are you going to do?" fear in the tones.
"I am going to get aW!J.Y from this part of the country,
and-I am going to take you with me!"
"Do you mean that you' are going to desert from the
British army?"
/
"Yes."·
"Oow!lrd!"
The girl's voice rang out lDud and clear.
"T.r aitor!"
"
The captain's face flushed, but he was evidently not to
be turned from his purpose, for he said, with forced calmness :
,
"Will you <!!o with me, Gertrude, peaceably, or will I
~
have to make a prisoner of you? '
"I will not go with you at all!" cried the girl, and sh-0
gave her horse a cut with a riding-whip and caused it to
leap forward quickly.
Not quickly enough, howe·ver. Captain Fairfax seemed
t.o have been looking for some such move, for he reached
forward and grabbed the bridle-reitl and jerked the horse
back upon its haunches nearly unseating the fair rider.
"Oh, you scoundrel!" cried the girl, and she gave the
captain a cut across the face with the riding-wrip.
Tbe officer gave utterance to an exclamation of rage, and
jerked the whip out of the young woman's hand and threw

The young woman stared at the speaker in wonderr !or a it away.
few moments, and then exclaimed :
"You will pay :for that blow, Gertrude Ameslyl'' he
"Why, Captain Fairfax!"
hissed, his face dark with rage, save where a red welt
showed
across it.
"I meant it!" was the savage reply.
''That is no way to talk, sir!"
"And so shall you pay for the treatment you have been
"I can't help that; there is no u:e of my hiding my :feel- according•the young lady, you cowardly scoundrel!" cried
ings longer.''
a clear, ringing voice, and a man mounted on a large,
"Well, you are honest, at any rate; but I don't like to "'.hite horse rode o~t from among the trees at the opposite
hear you talk in that strain and if you <lo so again I shall I side from where Dick Slater was concealed and confronted
report the matter to my father."
the captain.
A sneer appeared on the ooptain's face.
"I won't say anything more," he said.
CHAPTER II.
"I am glad to hear you say that. It may save you soma
A BRA VE MAN TO THE RESCUE.
trouble."
The newcomer was a man about twenty-five years of age.
The officer looked at the young woman in sucli a peand
he was· a magnificent specimen of physical manhood
euliar manner that it attracted Dick's attention.

.J
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He was at least six feet tall, Dick judged, and was built in
proportion.
He was a .handsome fellow, too, and there was an air of
command about him that would scarcely have been expected from one who was dressed as roughly as was the
case· with him, for he wore the simple, backwoods costume
of the time and region.
Dick had been on the point of rushing forth and calling
the British officer to account for the manner in which he
was conducting himsel.f; but the stranger had forestalled
him, and so he remained in concealnfent and watched the
scene with interest, eager to see what would happen.
"If I mistake not, the worthy captain will find that he
has caught a Tartar,'' thought Dick; "the only trouble is
that the stranger may not be armed and may lose his life."
With the coming of this thought, Dick dl'ew and cocked
a pistol.
"I will see to it t'hat the captain does not shoot the
stranger down without giving him a chance,'' said the Liberty Boy to himself, grimly.
Captain Fairfax and Gertrude Amesly were surprised by
the sudden appearance of the stranger, and the young lady
uttered an exclamation of joy.
"Oh, I am so glad that someone has come!" she cried;
" now your plans will be disarranged, Captain Fairfax!"
"Who are you calling a scoundrel, you peasant dog!"
cried the British officer, fiercely.
"You!" was the prompt retort.
"I'll have your life ~r , that!" hissed the captain.
"You are welcome to it if you can take it," was the cool
reply.
"Leave here instantly!" cried the British officer.
"I shall do nothing of the kind; remember, I am here to
protect this lady, and I intend to do so. "
"She needs no protection."
"Judging by ~.hat I heard you say, I refuse to believe
that statement."
"Which is the same as saying I lie!" hissed the captain.
" Have it so if you like. "
"A growl escaped the lips of the officer, and he pointed
down the road.
"I will give you one more chance,'' he said; "go and I
will spare your life."
· "Thank you for nothing," was t'he scornful reply; "my
life is in no danger."
Gertrude gave the stranger a smile and nodded her head
'
approvingly.
" You are as brave as you are noble-hearted and chivalrous," she said.
This action on Gertrude's part and her words rendered
the officer wild with rage, and he drew his sword and
spurred his horse toward that of the stranger.
"I'll split you from head to waistliite, you peasant dog!"
he cried.
But he was given a surprise; he was not to succeed so
easily.
Just as Gertrude uttered a scream-she thought the
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stranger was to lose his life-and just as Dick leveled. bis
pistol to fire, the stranger drew a sword, which up till.t:Q.en
had escaped the notice of tjb.e other actors in the d~ama,
and then he engaged the British officer in combat.
"Ha! you have a sword, eh?" cried Captain Fairfax.
"Well, so much the better. I will not have to cut you
·
down without giving you ~ny chance."
''You won't cut me down at all," was the cool reply.
Gertrude Amesly watched the comliat with breathless
interest, her eyes sparkling, her face pale, and Dick was
almost as greatly interested, for the fact that the stranger
had a sword was as great a surprise to him as it had b.een
to the girl.
Captain Fairfax pressed the combat, for he thought that
he would have an easy time disposing of the "peasant d-og,"
as he had termed his opponent; but1he was not• long in
learning that the other knew something about the use of
t'he sword. Indeed, the realization was forced upon him
that his oppqnent was as good a swordsman as he.
Dick, who was an expert swordsman himself, was quick
to see that t'he British officer ·had met his match.
"I'm glad of it," he tho ght; "the captain is a scoundrel, and deserves to be given the worst of it."
The British officer was very angry wh en he found that
he could not gain any advantage over his antagonist, and
he said, in a scornful voice :
"Be careful , or you may cut yourself with that sword,
·
you peasant dog!"
The other laughed scornfully, and replied:
"Don't worry, yon redcoat dog. I am in no clangeJ' from
my own blade-nor from yours, either:"
This made the captain more wrathy than ever, and he
made a fierce attack, striving his hardest to beat down the
other's guard .
· It availed him not'hjn g, howe.ver; he could not do it.
The stranger was wonderfully strong, and was fully aR
good a swordsman as the other, and so ·he held his own
without much difficulty.
Th e captain, on the other hand, was not in trim for a
long, hard combat, and he was rapidly getting winded.
He was panting as a result of his exertions.
H e was groWing weaker, too, and he could not wield his
sword as rapidly and energetically as at first.
This was evident to Dick, and the captain's opponent
saw it also, for he said:
"Do you want to stop and rest awhile, Captain?"
An exclamation of anger escaped the officer's lips.
" I am not tired,'' he said.
"Oh, yes you are; it is easy to see that such is the case."
"Bah! It is false!"
"It is true, and now I am going to take the offensive."
"You will do well to keep on trying to defend yourself."
"Thanks for the advice. But you will now have to try
acting on the defensive."
Them the stranger began making a fierce attack. ·
He quickly proved that he was an expert' with the sword.
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and in a very few moments he had the captain in diffi- made of his intention of deserting the army and carr.)ing
culties.
me away a prisoner."
The officer did his best and put up as good a defense as
"True; I had forgotten about that. · W.elly I am at yo~r
he could, but his strength was pretty well gone, and he soon· service. I shall be only too glad to act as your escort, Miss
realized that he would be overcome and perhaps cut down II Amesly."
·
in a few minutes.
"Thank you, Mr. Welby; I shall be glad to accept of
He fought on desperately, h,owever; he would not give your company."
.
.
.
. .
up and cry for quarter. He was not as brave as some men, I The~. were about to ride .back m the direction of Sava.nrhaps, but he was too proud to do this in the presence of nab, when around a bend m the road a quarter of a mile
peh
Iaway came six horsemen. The two looked
t e woman wh om h e 1oved .
· Cat the· party,
F ·
·
.
h"
lf
t'l
tl th and recognized one of the members as bemg aptam a1rSo he kept on defendmg ims: ' un 1 presen .Y .e ~ fax. The others were British troopers.
.
stranger gave the sword ~ re~oun~mg_ stroke, knockmg it
"Hello, what does that mean?" exclaimed Arthur Welby.
out o~ his hand~ and sendmg it :fl.ymg rnto the grass by the
"Danger to you, I fear!" exclaimed Miss Amesly; "the
roadside.
captain has told them some falsehoods; and they will atThen a sudden terror seized hold of t~e officer.
tack you before I can get a chance to make, an explanaHe was a coward after all., and could not face the death tion.''
which he thought was threatening him.
Welby drew his sword and u pistol, and said griml.v:
He gave utterance to a yell of terror; a~d put s?urs. to
"Let them come; I will fight the six!" .
his horse and went dashing dow·n th.e roa~ m the dlfectwn
"Oh, you will be killed! Fly! Fly for your life!"
of Savannah. He did not look behmd him: and so great •But Welby shook his head. He was not the fellow to
was his excitement an terror, that he lost his hat and rode run, with only six against him. Then, too, he feared that
onward bareheaded.
the five who were with the captain might be cronies, and
"Come back!" called out the victor; "come back and get that they would aid the officer in his plan of- carrying the
your sword. I won't hurt you."
young woman off.
,
The last four words must have been galling to the capCaptain Fairfax 'had met thfi five troopffi's half a mile
tain, but he did not let on that he had heard; he kept qn down the road, and had told them a party of half a dozen
going at the top of his horse's speed.
rebels had set upon him, and that after a hard fight he had
"Oh, sir, I thank you ever so much!" said the ~irl, and managed to escape~ but that Miss Amesly was a prisoner;
she held out her hand impulsively.
.
he asked the troopers to aid him in rescuing the young
The stranger had sheathed the sword, and now he doffed woman.
his hat and, taking the hand in his, bowed over it, at the
Of course they believed him, and were eager to get at
same time saying, gallantly:
the rebels.
"No thanks are necessary, lady; it was a pleasure to inAround the bend they rode, and when they saw that
terfere in your behalf. If anything, I am your debtor." · there was only one man with the colonel's daughter, one
The look which the stranger bent upon .the. young of the troopers said:
woman as he said this was so full of honest admiratrnn that
"Where are the rest of the rebels, Captain?"
Gertrude blusl.ed in spite of herself.
"I don't know· that fellow is their leader, and if we can
"Such a brave man s'hould not deal in flattery," she said, kill him we will be doing good work. Shoot him dqwn
to hide her ronfusion.
without mercy!"
"It is not flattery, but the truth that I am dealing in," Forward they dashed, and as they drew near, drew their
was the earnef't reply.
pistols and got ready to open fire.
They talked a few minutes, and then the girl asked the
Miss Amesl.y suddenly urged her horse forward till it
young man what his name was.
was in front of the one Welby was mounted on, and, wav" Arth1:1r Welby," 'fas the reply. "And may I ask your ing her hand, cried out:
name, Mi ~?"
"Wait.! Don't shoot! He is a friend!"
"My name is Gertrude Amesly; I am the daughter of
But the captain drowned her last words by yelling out
Colonel Amesly, of the British army."
the command.
"Your father is stationed at Savannah?"
"Fire, men, the instant you are in range."
"Yes, sir."
Arthur Welby loo~ed down the road in the direction
taken by the fleeing British officer, and said:
"I wonder if the gallant captain will come back to escort
CHAPTER III.
you to the city?"
THE CAPTAIN'S DISC0MFITURE.
"If he •should do so I would not accompany him," said
the girl, spiritedly; "and I do not thi~k he will dare return "'Out of the way, Miss Ameslyl" cried Welby; "those
to Savannah, anywa.y," she added, "after the, declaration he fools may shoot, and they might kill you!"
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The girl made no move to obey, however; it was evident least." Then she looked in the direction from which the
that she would do all she could to protect the man who had four pistol-shots had sounded, and added:
"I wonder who the friend is?"
·
protected her.
- As may well be supposed, Dick Slater Jiad been an inWelby looked in the same direction, and culled out:
terested spectator of the scene from beginning to ending,
"Come forth, friend."
and his sympathies were with the young man, Arthur
Dick stepped out from behind a tree and advanced.
The two· looked at him with interest. And as he drew
Welby, as a matter of course.
The instant he saw the s:i,x British troopers coming he near enough so that theyr could get a go0d look at him
realized that there was going to be an encounter ·between they said to themselves that he was a fine-looking young
them and Welby, and he made up 'his mind that be would fellow.
take a hand in i_t.
Dick doffed his hat and bowecl-when he was close to the
He d,rew his pistols and ran do'wn toward lhe advancing two1 and said:
redcoats.
'
"Good-afternoon."
Just after Captain Fairfax yelled out the command to
The young woman bowed and smiled, and Welby leaped
fire as soon as they were in range, Dick leveled his pistols down from his horse and extended his hand.
"Good-afternoon," he said; "and peirmit me to thank
and fired two shots.
He was as good a _shot with the left 11and as with the you for the assistance which you gave me a few minutes
right, and he dropped i wo of the redcoats out of the sad- ago. I assure you that I appreciate it; doubtless I would
·
have fared badly at the hands of the troopers but for it."
dles.
This came as a surprise, and a very unpleasant 0-ne at
"Well, odds of six to one is rather mo~e fhan one likes
that.• to the troopers. They had not reckoned on having to to encounter, as a rule, that is true. H
contend with anyone other than the man with Miss
"Yes, indeed."
"You are entirely welcome to aU the assistance that I
Amesly.
tbe two troopers· shocked the others so se- gave you; I was glad to be able to help you."
rrhe fall
vcrely that they brought theii horses to n stop as quickly
Then Miss Amesly started to explain to Dick how the
as possible.
•
affair came to take place, so far as Captain Fairfax's part
This was Arfhur Welby's opportunity.
elf it was concerned, but he smiled and told her that he had
He rode around from behind Miss Amesly's horse and been concealed near at hand and had heard the whole condashed toward the four troopers.
versation between her and the captl\in.
He fired the pistol that was in his left hand, and one of
"-I know just what a scoundrel he is," said Dick; "I am
the troopers reeled and almost f ',l l out of the saddle.
onJy sorry that l1e was uot one of the two who fell yonder,''
Then the daring young man gave utterance to a yell of and he pointed to where the. two troopers lay.
"So am I," was the reply; "but the scoundrels are nsudefiance and dashed onward toward the ot'her three, waving
lris sword.
ally the ones to escape and the innocent suffer."
"Yes, the two troopers were no doubt deceived by the
By this time Dick had replaced the two discharged pistols in his belt and had drawn two more.
captain, who probably told them tnat he had been set llpon
These he cocked and leveled , aLd_, taking quick aim, he by rebels and that you had been kidnapped."
fired.
"Likely enough, sir.''
Crack! Crack!
Then Arthur Welby asked Dick his name, an,.d the youth
One of the three unwounded redcoats reeJed and almost gave a fictitious one. He feared that when Miss Amesly
£ell..
went to Savannah and told a bout the affair there might be
This was too much for them , and the troopers brought some there who would recognize his real name. And he
their horses around and hastened lo get them started back did t10t want t'hat his presence in this part of the cotwtry
in the other direction.
f'hould be known.
Arthur Welby followed a short distance, but fonnd he
'fhe three talked awhile, and then Miss Amesly said she
was not gaining, RO stopped and returned to where Miss must bs going back to Savannal1.
"Father will be anxious regarding my safety it I am
Amesly was seated on the back of her horse, watching the
flight of the redcoats. And, rto tell the truth, she seemed away too 1ong," she said:
l
pleased by the way the affair had terminated, daughter of
'~I will act as your escort whenever you wish to start,
Miss Amesly," said Arthur Welby.
I
a British colonel though she was.
The yo1:1ng man brought his horse to a stop and doffed
"I wish to go at once, but I am afraid tha.Lyou may get _
his hat to the young lady.
into trouble, Mr. Welby. Captain Fairfax and the troopers
"I am sorry, Miss Amesly, that the British soldiers IWlde may stop and mig'ht waylay us and shoot you down."
it necessary for myself and my unknown friend to handle
"I will risk it."
them so roughly; we are not to blame."
"I will accompany you," said Dick; "I have a horse
"I know· that, Mr. Welby, and do not blame you in the i near by."
I
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"It io not ueces~ary," said Welby; "I am not afraid of
the troopers."
"I know thal, but they might kill you, nevertheless. So
I will go along with you."
This seemed to meet wilh lhe approval of Miss Amesly,
and ~o Dick brought forth his horse, mounted, and the
three set out down the road.
}fo~ Amesly averted hrr face and shuddered as they
pu:,sed the silent forms of the two dead troopers.
...WP will bury them when we return," said Dick to

'I

"He will send a party out to hunt Captain Fairfax down
and capture him," the girl told herself. "And I hope that
they will capture him-the scoundrel!"
Miss Amesly had plenty
spirit, and was not disposed
to overlook the action of the captain.
Then she thought of the handsome young man who had
1come to her aid and who had defeated the
captain in the
sword duel, and her cheeks flushed and hea.· eyes sparkled.
"Oh, but he is a brave and noble-hearted man!" she said .
to herself; "he is my idea of a t!lie man, and-and--"
Wdby.
The girl hesitated, and then after a little while she went
The ot1"Wr~ nodded. ,
on to herself: "I wonder if I love himl 11
'l'he three rode onward at a gallop.
She did, but she did not fully reulize ii as yet, though
11 hey kept a sharp lookout for the troopers, but saw noth- that she suspected it is evident.
ing of them.
·
She rode on into the c\ty and went ai once to the house
When they were within a mile of the edge of the city of where her father Ji.ad taken up his quarters. It was the
;';ayannah the young woman brought her horse to a stop home of a patriot who had tled when the British appeared
aucl said to Dick ancl Welby:
in Savannah.
"There i~ no need of your going f;rther; it io only a
The colonel was a widower and Gertrude was an only
little way to the city, and I will be safe in going alone."
child; he loved her as the apple of his eye, and when she
''Very well," said Dick; "we will go back."
dismounted, turned her horse over-to a servant and entered
Then the two young men bade her goodby, and Dirk, and told her father about the action of the captain, tlie
, who wa~ au observant youth, noted that there was height- colonel was very angry.
c>ned color in, the young woman's face as slie shook hand s
•·The cowardly scoundrel!" the colonel exclaimed; "so
with Arthur Welby..
he wa~ going to carry you away and' try to force you to
"I wish that I could invite you both l.o calJ on me at my marry him, was he? Well, we will see about this matter.
home in the city," the girl said; "hut since yo 1 have had I will send out two or three parties to 6earch for him, and
<111 encounter with some of the king's h'oopers ii would be when he is c~ptured we will have a hanging-bee here in
dangeron. 'or you lo come."
Savannah!"
"C('l'tainly; we understand that," said Dick.
"And serve him right, father; for he deceived five of
"Yes, and thank .vou the same as though we were in a your troopers and caused them to help him .. with the result
• position to a<:cept of your invitation," said Welby.
that two lost their lives at the hands of the strangeQ·s who
''Do-do you li,·e--near here?" the girl asked, looking came to my aid, and two more were wounded.''
inqHiringly ul Welby. She had spoken hesitatingly, and
"$0 you told me before. Well, I will attend to this matthc color came into her cheeks again as her eyes rested on ter at once."
i he young man's face.
He summoned his orderl.}[, and told him to send a ce•rtain
"I live within a mile of the spot where you were when captain there at once. The orderly bowed and withdrew.
J pnt in an appearance and interfered with the captain,''
"Why dkd you not bring the two strangers here?" th~
wa" the reply.
colonel asked; "I would have liked to have thanked them
This, Dick noted, seemed to please the young woman. for what they did for you."
He noted also that she did not ask him if he lived in the
"Well, you see, father, they had killed two of your troop\•icinity.
ers and wounded two more, and 1 was afraid that they
"I believe she has taken a fancy to hiri1," the youth might be seized and made prisoners if they entered the
told himself; "and if I am any judge, hg has fallen in love city, and I did not want that to happen after they had been
with her. Well, I don't blame him, for she is a very so kind to me and had helped me."
beautiful young woman, and is evidently as sensible as she
"I col1ld have prevented any harni from coming to them,
is beautiful."
but perhaps it was· as well that they did not come."
After so:rne further con er ation the two" bade the young
"Likely you are right, father."
woman good-afternoon and turned and rode back in the
A few minutes later a captain put in an appear11J1ce,
direction from which they had come, Miss Amesly riding and the colonel explained what he ,;anted done. He told
onward to,vM'd Savannah.
'
about Captaiii. Fairfax, and how· he had played the '.traitor
She was thinking of the adventure of the afternoon, and' and dastard at the same time, and ordered that three paras she thought of the dastardly manner in which. Captain ties be made up, and that they go in search of the fugitive
Fairfax had acted, her eyes fl.ashed with anger.
officer.
Then she set her lips together and said to herself that
"Oa ptlU"e him if possible," said the colonel; "I want to '
bro' :father would know of the caph1in's action as soon as see the villain banging
the end oJ a rope as soon as p~s-sho got homr.
sible."
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"I will do the best I can, sir," said the captain; "your I One thing that will aid me will be for me to have a place
orders shall be obeyed."
t!J retreat to in case I should gel into trouble while spying
around 8avannah."
I
'rhen he saluted and took his departure.
He went to his quarters and soon had organized three ' "You must make my home your headquarters."
parties, as directed by the colonel, and an hour later they
"I will do so, and I will have my L~berty Boys go into
/
camp near your house."
were riding out of the city.
"I hope that they will capture. that scoundrel!" said the , "There is an excellent place for a camp near t'he house,
and we have plenty · of pl·ovisions, so you will have food
colonel, a.fter the captain had taken his departure . .
"'So do I, father," replied Gertrude; "but--:you. won't while there."
"'l'hat will be a big help."
hang him, will you?"
They continued to converse as they rode along, and by
"Perhaps not," was the reply; " but he will be shot, as
the
time they reached the spot where the two dead redthe traitor deserves to be!"
coats
lay they had a good understanding, and. Arthtir
"It seems pretty hard, father," said Gertrude1, with a
assured Dick that he would do all he could to help
Welby
shudder, "but he certainly does deserve death if any man
the
Liber.rty
Boys.
ever did."
They dismounted when they reached the point where the
dead troopers lay, and they du.g a grave, using swords for
the purpose, Dick having found that of Captain Fairfax
where it ha.d fallen when knocked out of the owner's hand
CHAPTER IV.
in his duel with Arthur Welby.
When the two :forms had been placed in the grave and
IN SA VANN AH.
covered up the yotlllg men mounted their horses and \Vent
As Dick ·and Arthur Welby rode back up the road they on up the road.
,
\
proceeded to get better acquainted.
"I think that we will meet my Liberty Boys soon," said
They had taken quiLe a liking tb each other for such Dick, "and then we will all go to yo,ur home together."
A mile farther on they met the company of Liberty
short acquaintance.
,
I believe you said that you live not far from the place Boys.
where the encounter with the redcoats took place?" reThe youths were glad to see Dick, and were surprised to
'
see that ·he had a companion.
marked Dick.
,,, .
"Yes," was the reply.
The youth introduced Welby, and the Liberty Boys gave
"And am I ri&ht in supposing that you are a patriot?" him a cordial greeting.
"I am a patriot, yes."
Any friend of Dick's was a friend of theirs as well.
,
"I am glad to hear that. I can talk to you freely, now
"We are going to go into camp near Arthur's home," expll}ined Dick. "Then i will make an attempt to do some
thaj; I know this."
spy-work to-night.'~
·
"You are a patriot, then?"
"I am; have you ever heard Of the Liberty Boys of SevThe two turned their horses' heads in the opposite direction and rode back in advance of the force o:f youths.
enty-six?"
' Arthur Welby nodded, and a look of interest appeared · Presently they turned down a lane leading toward the
west ' and s'hortly came to a good-sized log house.
in his eyes.
"Yes, I have heard of them," he said.
"This is my home," said Arthur. Then he led the way
_ "Well, I am the captain of the company of youths around to the rear of the stable, where, in the timber, a
known by that name."
hundred yards away; was an open space just right in size
for an encampment for the Liberty Boys.
"Theil your name is--"
The youths at once dismounted and made t'hemselves
"Dick Slater."
"I have heard of you, Captain Slater; y'ou have made a at home. They were veterans, young though they were,
g1~at re.putation as a scbut and spy, as well as a fighter on and it did not make any difference to them where they
were.
the battlefield."
"I have done my d.uty as best I could," was the modest
As soon as Arthur had put his horse in the stable he
·
repl.y; "but now to get back t9'. the business before us. I came to Dick and said:
a:qi down here for the purpose of trying to find out whether
"We have oceans of meat in the smokehouse and a bin
or not the British intend to advance and make an attack on filled with cornmeal; tell yo ur Liberty Boys to help them1
Charleston."
selves."
"All right; I will do so," said Dick; "and thank you,
"You may depend upon me to help you all I can, CapArthur."
tain Slaten:."
"You are .welcome."
"Call me Dick."
When
Dick told the youths what Arthur had said they
"If you will call me Artliur."
were
delighted,
and a rush was made for the smokehouse. "All right, and I shall be glad to have your assistance.
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turned the boat's prow down stream and began pulling in
"I'll have some ham!" cri d Bob Estabrook.
·
"Yah, und I vill some ham haf, minesellufs," from Carl a leisurely manner.
"I suppose you are in no hurry," he remarked.
·
,
'
, Gookenspieler.
"No," replied Dick; "we will grt t'here soon enough if
"It's mesilf will be afther bein' satisfied wid ham, besimply let the boat drift."
you
gorra," from Patsy Brannigan.
"I will keep on pulling easy-like," was the reply.
"Yah, dot peen der--'~ began Carl, but' he stubbed
It was an hour before they came to the edge of the city.
his toe and fell down, and Patsy Brannigan fell over t'he
Lights weve shining in the city's streets, but along the
Dutch youth.
· ''Phwat d'ye mane by throwin' av me down, Cooky- water-front there were very few lights. 9
"I think it will be ~a sy to make a landing unobserved,"
spiller?" cried Patsy; "shure, an' it's mesilf wull giv' yez a
said Dick, in a low, cautious voice.
b'atin' fur thot, so Oi wull!"
"Yes," replied Arthur; "shall. I make the landing now?"
Then he leaped up and grabbed the Dutch youth, and
"Yes."
Dick
but
was proceeding to put his thrert into execution,
Arthur h~aded the boat in toward' the shore, and presinterfered and made him desist.
As far as t'hat was concerned, however, Carl was able to ently he made. a landing at a spot where the darkness ·was
take care of himself. He was game as could be and bellig- unrelieved by any gleam of light.
The three sat still and listened intently.
erent, and would fight like a tiger at the drop of the hat.
They did not wish to take chances of being discovered.
It was seldom that he and Patsy had a falling out,~owThey did not hear any sounds to indicate that there was
ever; as a rule, they were the best of friends, and doubtless
in the vicinity, however, and so Dick got up anru
anyone
not
Dick
had
even
materialized,
have
not
would
fight
the
stepped ashore.
interfered. /
"When you hear a shrill, tremulous whistle, come to the
· · The youths helped themselves to all. the meat and cornmeal they wanted and then .hastened to cook thetir supper. shore,'' said Dick in a w'J\isper, and Arthur said that he
·
would do so.
They were hungry and made a hearly meal of it.
arrangements
making
bega,n
Dick
dark
was
it
as
As soon
Then Dick stole away in the direction of th~ main part
• of the city and Arthur rowed back out into the stream and
to start for Savannah disguised again.
~'Are you go1ng 'to try to enter the city?" asked Arthur brought the boat to a stop. Here he held it stationary by
Welby.
backing water gently.
"Such is my intention," was Dick's reply.
Pick moved along at a moderate pace, and presently he
"Then I have a suggestion to make."
was on a street that was thronged with people.
"I shall be glad to hear it."
There were citizens and soldiers, and it was quite a lively
"It is this: That you go over to the Savannah River scene, indeed.
·
and go down to 'the city in a boat.''
Dick mingled with the throng, and feJt himself iri less
"How far is it to the river?"
danger than when he had been traversing the dark and
"Three-quarters of a mile.".
seemingly deserted streets.
"And how far to the city?"
. The youth wi\ihed to secure information regarding the
"Six miles."
of the British, and whenever he came near a
intentions
The youth pondered a few moments.
he paused and listened to their conversa~
redcoats
of
party
"I believe that will be the best and safest way to go,"
tion.
he said, presently.
For awhile he was nat successful in hearing anything of
"I am sure of it, and I will go along and will remain in
interest, but finally he came across a party of soldiers who
the boat and wait out in the river till you return."
were talking of the things he wished to hear about.
"Very well."
He listened eagerly, and learned that there was no in"Say, I'm going along, Dick," said Bob Estabrook; "I'll
tention on the part of the British to move on Charleston at
stay in the boat with Arthur."
an early day. Indeed, it seemed to be the impression of the
"All right; let's .be going."
1
that the advance on Charleston would not be made
soldiers
They took their departure, and Arthur Welby led the
1
way, as he knew the path fo the river and the others did until near the middle of the month.
j Thi~ wa~ what Dick had wished to learn,. and he felt
_
not.
It did not take long to reach the stream, and Arthur led that his tnp to Savannah had not been fruitless by any
means.
the way to where a boat was tied to a tree.
"I will get awa.y from here and go back to where the
"Get in," he said; "I will untie the painter and be with
boys are," thought Dick.
you right away."
He was on the point of turning away, when one of the
The two got in, and Arthur was not long in taking his
soldiers happened to see him. The fellow leaped forward
place in the boat.
and seized Dick .
He took up the oars and rowed out into the stream.
. When he was out near the middle of t:qe river Arthur l "You have been listooing!" he cried. "You are a spy!"
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"I am nothing of the kind!" cried Dick, and he jerked
loose from the fellow.
"He was listening, comrades," said the soldier; " let's
take.him prisoner and see what GenerarPrevost has to say
about him."
'rhe others-t here ~ere three-leaped forward and Dick
realized that he was in danger o-1', be~ng captured.
It was not his intention to pe1rmit it, however.
He was determined to escape.
So he dealt ~le nearest redcoat a blow tha! knocked the
fellow down, and then, turning, hr rnn down the stretit at
t'he top of his speed.
".After him!" yelled one of the redcoats. " He is a spy!"
Instantly all was uproar and confusion.
Citizens and soldiers came running to see what the trouble was.
"Where is the spy?" shouted several.
"'l'here he goes!" pointing toward Dick. "Head him
off. Stop, him!"
Soon a great crowd was after the Liberty Boy.
Others tried lo head him off, but he ran so swiftly and
turned the corners so quickly that those who attempted to
>:'top him failed.
It then became a ;tern chase, so to speak.
The Liberty Boy was such a fast runner tho.t he gradually drew away from his pmsners in spite of their efforts
to overtake him.
"I gi1ess I will get away,'' thought Dick.
On he ran.
After him came the crowd, yelling to him to s~p.
Of course, they might as well have saved their wmd, for
Dick paid no attention to their commands. I
He was soon in the dark streets, and hefe he felt comparatively safe.

"I can easily give them the slip now," he told himself. ·
And in this he was right.
He turned corner after corner in rapid succession , and
presently he could hear no sounds of pursuit.
·
"Good!" he thought: "T- am safe now."
T11en he made hi!' way );oward the river at a more leis11u8fy pace.
He did not hr; 1e much difficully in finding the point.
where he had got out of the boat, and, pausing there, he
gave utterance to a shrill, tremulous whistle.
and a few
1 Presently he saw something dark approaching,
moments later the boat's prow t011r'hed the hank.
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. Dick did so.
"Ready?" asked Arthur.
"Yes," replied DiGk.
At this in stant there came the sound of r ishing fee(
and a hoarse voice called out:

.

"Who's there?"
"Pull!" whispered Dick.
Arthur bent to the oars.
'rhc boat shot out from the bank and moved out into the
_
stream at a good rate of speed.
"Hel1o! Stop, I say! Wbo are yon, anyway, and where
the deuce are you going?" came to their ears.
Of course, the youths made no reply, and Arthur b(;m11
his back in his efforts to force the boat through the wa.t er
at a lively rate.

.

"Stop, or I'll fire!"
Still the sentinel-for such the fellow was-rece~ved no
repjo, and suddenly there sounded a sharp report.
He had fired, as he had threatened.
The bullet did not come near the boat, however, much
to the satisfaction of the inmates.
"We'll be ~nt of range before he can reload the musket,"
said Dick.
"You are right," from Bob.
Arthur rowed rapidly am.d the boat moved along at a
~ift pace; soou it was in the middle of the river, and then
he headed_the boat upstream.
They considered themselves safe, now, and talked freely.
"Did you learn anything, Dick?" asked Bob.
"Yes; I overheard a con ersation be-tween some redcoats,
and I gathered from it that the .:Brithih do not intend inoving against Chm'.leston very soon.
1
'.'What are- we going to do in the meantime, Dick.?'
asked Bob.
"I hardly know, ~ob; simply lie around in camp :;ind
wait, I gues~."
Bob uttered a dismal groan.
"That will never do," he said; "if there is anything in
the world that I ·h ate worse than any other thing it is to
lie around and do nothing."
"I don't like it myself," said D1ck.
There was silence for a few minutes, and then sudd{lnly
Dick exclaimed:
"I have H!"
"Have what?" queried Bob.
"I know what we will do w·hile waittng for thf' British to
make a move."

"All right; tell ns what we will do."
"We will go on a. gold-'hnnting expedition."·

"Great guns, Dick! Explain yourself. Where is i.here
any gold?"
Then Dick told about having saved the life of Red Fox,
'~Is that you, Dick?" came in Bob's voice, in cautious the Cherokee Indian, find how the redskin had told hi
accents.
that he knew where t'here was gold, plenty Of it, to be 1rnd
"Yes, Bob."
for the picking up, about two days' travel up the Savann~h
·
River.
"Good! Climb in."
GOLD-HUNTING.
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Bob was excited.
(
"Say, that will be great!" exclaimed Bob; "but," he
added,' more soberly, "do you suppose that there is any
truth in his story about the gold?"
"I think so; I don't see why he should have told me the
story unless it were true; there was no necessity of his telling it at all."
"What do you think about it, Arthur?" asked Bob; "you
live in this;part of the country; have you ever heard of gold
being found in Georgia?"
"Yes, I have heard rnmors that such was the case," was
the reply; ''I should not be surprised if such were ~eally the
fact."
"l have the utmost faith in what the Indian told me,"
said Dick.
"But where is the Indian?" asked Bob; "you wm never
see him again, will you?"
''Yes, he told me where to look 1.for him.'t
'l'hen Dick explained that Red Fox had said he would be
at the spot where Dick had killed the bear ev~ry evening
just before sunset.
"So we will have no difficulty in finding him," he said
in conclusion.
The youths took turns rowing, for Dick and Bob were
both expert 'vith the oars, and in this manner they were
enabled to make good headway even though pulling against
the ·stream.
They were an hour and a half ju getting back up to the
point where Arthur kept his boat, and then they landed
and made their way back to the Lfoerty Boys' encampment.
The youths were asleep, !ill save the sentinels, and Dick
and Bob lay down and went to sleep, Arthur Welby going
.lo the house and going to bed.
They were up bright and early next morning, but there
was nothing they could do .until the Indian, Red Fox,
could be found.
Dick did not think he could see the Indian before evening, and thought that he would have to lose the day, but
about nine o'clock Red Fox walked into the encampment.
As may well be believed, Dick was delighted.He shook hands with the redskin and said :
"I am glad that you have come, Red Fox."
''Red Fox is glad," was the reply; "white brother want
Red Fox to do something?"
"Yes."
"Show um way to where gold is, mebby?"
Dick nodded.
' You have guessed it the first time," he said. "I want
you to guide us to the place where that gold is to be found."
"Red F:ox be glad to do it."
"l knew you would be."
"Ugh. When white brother want start?"
"Right away."
"Injun ready."
''Will we be hindered by our horses? Or would they be
a help?"
"No can git through woods on horse"; mus' go afoot."
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"All r,ighl; we'll leave our horses here, then."
They were assured by Arthur Welby that his father
would look <1fi0r the hor:;es, :md thiF was satisfactory to
Dick. Artlrnr 1rns to accompany the Liberty Boys.
An hour later prny set out.
They went lo the river and then '1alked along it.
"We go this way two days," explained Red Fox.
"Great girns! ,\ two-days' walk!" almost gasped Bob
Estabrook. "Say, wouldn't it have been easier to go np
the river in boats?;,
"No got boats," was the Indian's sententious reply.
All day, save for an hour's stop at noon Lo rest and eat
dinner, the Liberty Boys walked onward.
They foll.owed the windiug river all the time, save fot·
an occasional cut across from bend to bend, Red Fox hav·ng a knowledge of these short cutR.
That evening they went into camp on the bank •of the
Savannah River.
The night passed without anything occurring to disttu·b
the quiet, and next morning the Liberty Boys were away
aga.in.
Along toward evening they got in among the hills, and
Red Fox told Dick that they were almost to their destination.
-:; ·
.
"Be there 'fore sundown," said the Indian.
"I am glad to hear that," was. the reply.
"White boy tired walkin'?" with a grin.
Dick nodded.
"Yes," he acknowledged; "we are not used to walking."
"Not easy like ridin' horse," was the Indian's reply.
An hour later they came to a point where it seemed evident that at one time the Savannah River had had two
beds; the stream had been divided by a. long, high ridge of
ground, which had at that time evidently boon an island.
This ridge was half a mile long and of an average width of
a quarter of a mile.
The stream now ran on the wesl i;icle of the ridge, while
on the east side there was only the sand and gravel that
had once been beneath the fl.owing waters.
The Indian pointed to the dry river-bed and said:
"Gold in sand; heaps uv it.''
This statement excited the Liberty Boys, and they were
for beginning the search for gold at once; but Dick told
them not to do this.
"The first thing to do is to find a good place for a camp,"
he said.
"Up on top ridge, 'mong trees, is good place fur camp,''
said Rerl Fox, pointing toward the ridge.
"I think you are right, Red Fox," said Dick.
The youths made their way up to the top of the ridge
and soon found a splendid place for an encampment.
They proceeded to make themselveF al home. and soon
had everything arranged to suit them.
_
"We won't attempt to look for gold thi::; evening," said
Dick; "it will be dark in half aJ1 hour, so we will eat our
supperF and lie down and get a good night'R $loop; thrn
in the morning we will get to work early.''
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' rr'he youths realized that this was the thing to do. It
would not do much good to try to look for gold now, for it
would soon be dark.
So they ate their suppers and lay down and went to
sleep, with .the exception of the sentinels, Red Fox having
was danger from Indians.
warned Dick that there
I
"Red Fox might keep Injuns frum hurtin' white boys,"
he said; "but no sure uv it."
"Is the Indian village near here?" asked Dick.
"Half day's walk," was the reply.
"Then the Indians might come down upon us," said
Bob.
"Ugh. If they fin' out that white boys here gittin' gold
they be mad/' said Red Fox. .
"We-will have to be careful, then," said Dick.
Next morning when they had eaten breakfast the Liberty Boys made their way down and began searching amid
the sand and gravel of the old river-bed for gold.
They soon found that Red Fox had told Dick the truth
when he had stated that there was "heaps of gold" there.
Not having any way of getting the fine gold, the youths
had to let this go, but they were enabled to gather the
little nuggets, ranging in size from a mustard seed to a pea.
Of this class of gold there W!lS a sufficiency, however, so
they \Vere satisfied to not try to get the fine gold.
The youths were so excited that they talked rapidly and
worked in t'he same manner. They gathered a lot of gold
before noon, and then went up to the camp and ate dinner.
They had worked hard and were tired, but they did not
fake an hour's rest. They were too eager to be at work
gathering the gold.
As soon as they had finished the meal t.hey went back to
t'he work and they put in the. afternoon, quittii;ig onl.y
when it grew dusk and it became impossible to see the yellow nuggets.
After they had eaten supper the youths compared notes.
Each had secured a goodly lot of the yellow metal, and all
. werre wen satisfied.
''If the Indians don't come an.d drive uo away we will
soon secure enough gold to make us rich," said Bob Esta.
brook.
"Yes" agreeA Dick~ "but that is the trouble· the In'
' at any moment."
' likely to come
dians aJ.·e
Next morning Red Fox told Dick t'hat he would go up in
the direction of the Indian village and see what the redmen we:i:e doing.
"Then Red Fox come back and leL you know," he said.
"All right," said Dick.
The Indian was back before noon, with the information
that his red brethren were in the village taking it easy.
"Red Fox no think they come down here," he said; "but
do no harm to keep lockout."
Dick thought this a· good idea, so he sent four of the
youths up the river half a mile or so to keep watch for the
·
coming of the Indians.
The Liberty Boys put in the day securing gold, and they
had almost as good success a:; on the day before.
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"We have no cause for complaint," said Dick that evening as they were eating supper.
"That's so," agreed Bob Estabrook; "we have secured a
'
·
lot of gold in the two days."
Next day they worked steadily until the middle of the
afternoon, and then the youths who had been sent up tbe..
river to keep watch for the.redskins came running dowp.
to where the youths were at work.
"The Indians are coming!" cried one .
. "Is that so?" exclaimed Dick; "how far away are they?"
'
"About a mile."
"How many are there of them?"
"Oh, there must be in the neighborhood of five hundred."
"Can there be so many as that, Red Fox?" asked Dick.
"Ugh," grunted the Indian; "if all the warriors are
comin' there be that many."
"Then it won't do for us to try to fight them. We must
get away from here."
He gave the order to go to the camp and.get their weapons and blankets, and this was done. Then the youths set
out down the river.
They had not. gone far when Red Fox, who was accom·
panying the youths, said to Dick:
"Hear that cry of the whip-poor-will? That signal. My
red brothers know you heire, an' they comin' after you."
"Jove, I guess we are in for trouble, then, Dick!" exclaimed Bob, who heard what Red Fox said.
"I fear so, Bob.;'

CHAPTER VI.
ON THE RAFT.

Bob was right; they were in for trouble.
The Indians had discovered the presence of the white
youths, and were bent on capturing or killing the palefaces.
In the Liberty Boys they had rather a difficult proposition, however. The youths were young, strong, possessed
of wondeTful staying qualities, and, moreover, they were
experts in woodcraft, which was the most important thing
of all.
Then, too, they had Red Fox to aid tht:m; being a redskin himself he would know what his red brethren would
be likely to do.
/
The Liberty Boys did not stop when it beca~e dark.
T'hey kept on going.
They knew that it would not do to stop, for in that c'ase
the Indians would surround them, and then it would be
an impossibility for them to escape.
"Our only chance lies in keeping right on moving,'1 said
Dick.
So they kept at it.
They made gooa progress; so good that in spite of the
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fact that the Indians made all the haste possible, they did
not gain any to speak of.
Along toward the small hours of the morning, however,
the youths began to grow weary, and they found that they
were not making very rapid headway.
They kept on going, however, till daylight, and then
they paused in a clump of trees on a neck of land which
formed a peninsula, the river making a bend a.t this point.
The youths were so tired that they felt that they must
have some rest, and it was decided that this was as good a
place to make the stop 'as could be found.
Red Fox looked very sober.
aMy red brothers will ketch up with us," he said; "we
no git 'way frum here?"
"I'm afraid you are right," said 'Dick; "but we can't go
any farther' without rest, so may as well stop here and
make a fight of it."
..
·
Dick stationed some sentinels at the point where the
neck of the ieninsula was narrowest, and then the other
youths proceeded to eat their frugal breakfast.
This done, they threw the~elves down to get some rest,
and many of them had scarcely touched the ground before
they were asleep.
Dick was worried.
He did not like the idea of his Liberty Boys meeting
their deaths al, the hands of redskins.
It was his wish that, if they must die, they should die on
the fieJd of battle while fighting for liberty and independence.
In the hope that there might be some way of ·escaping
from the peninsula, other fhan by way of the narrow neck
of land they had traversed ·in coming, Dick made his way
to the extreme end of the peninsula and looked all around
him.
He looked across the river, which at this point was only
about two hundred yards wide, and started.
Back from the stream, in a clearing, stood a goodly-sized
log house.
"Somebody lives t'here," thought Dick; "perhaps there
may be quite a settlement over there; but it will not help
us any, for we can't get across.'"
'rhen something else caught his eye: Tied to a tree
almost opposite where Dick stood was a good-~ized raft
made of logs, and on the raft were a number of covered
an~ strapped bales.
"Likely the bales consist of hemp," thought Dick.
He wondered why the raft was there and w'hy the bales
were on it.
Suddenly it came to him: Some of the settlers of the
vicinity were going to float the raft down to Savannah and
mark.et the bales of hemp. Yes, this was surely it, and
they would be able to get something for the logs as well.
'l'hen of a sudden a thought struck Dick:
Was it not possible that the raft would furnish his Liberty Boys with a means of escape from the Indians?
He. believed that such would be the case, if they could
get across the stream.
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This could be done, he thought; it must be done!
He looked at the surface of the stream, and for the first
time noted that there was a series of ripples extending
diagonally across the river.
"The water must be -shallow where the ripples are," he
told himself.
He believed that the youths could wade across.
"We will try it at any rate," he told himself.
At this instant there sounded the ~eiport of a musket.
This was followed ~y three more in quick succession.
"The Indians are advancing to attack us!" he said to
himself, and then he ran toward the point where the youths
were.
He found them, muskets in hands, and ready to give tile
redskins a hot fight.
The sentinels appeared at this moment, and they reported that the Indians were coming.
''Keep a sharp lookout for the redskins," ordered Dick;
"and at the same time move back slowly and steadily toward the end of the peninsula. I think we will be able to
•
escape."
"How, Dick?" asked Bob, eagerly.
"I think we will be able to get across the river, Bob."
"But the Indians will be able to do so, too."
'rhen Dick explained about the raft, and the' word went
around among the youths, who were delighted by tha
thought that they had a chance to make their escape.
They moved slowly and steadily back, at the same time
they kept watch in the direction of the neck of the peninsula.
Occasionally they caught sight of a. redskin, and when
this occurred there was usually two or three reports of
muskets and t he Indian seldom escaped being killed or
wounded.
The Indians soon learned that it was dangerous to s'how
themseolves, and, so they were careful not to do so. They
could afford to wait till the paleface youths ~a,d retreated
t the extreme end of the peninsula, when they could close
in gradually, get close enough for the purpose and then
choot the youths down with arrows.
They did not suspect that their intended prey was expecting to g~t safely away.
When the youths reached the extreme end of the peninsula Dick pointed to the ripples.
"I think we will be able to wade across by following the
course ino/cated by the ripples," said Dick. "Follow me,
all, and we will make the attempt, at any rate. And when
we get across we will get on that raft and fl.oat down the
stream. By so doing we may succeed in making our escape."
He entered the water as 'h e ceased speaking, and the
youths followed as rapidly as possible.
Those who came last kept a sharp lookout for the Indians, and by firing whenever they did eatch sight of one
of the redskins they managed to keep them at a respectful
distance.
·
The Indians did not discover what was taking place until
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after the Liberty Boys were all in the water and were well
"Oh, no; I don't look at it thal way at all," said Dick;
out in the stream.
"you owe me nothing for what I did for you. It was my
Then the red demons rushed fo1~ward, yelling with duty to render you assistance."
auger, and as soon as they reached the end of the penin- · The lndian shook his head gravely. He looked at the
sµla they sent a flight of arrows after the yout'hs.
matter in a different light.
' The majority of the arrows fell short.
"Red. Fox stay with white brother as long as um stay in
One or two of the rea.rmost of the rlbcrty Boys were this part of country," he said, simply. "No 'fraid UV red
slightly wounded, but before the redskins could send an- brothers."
other flight of arrows the youths were out of range entirely.
"How fat is it to where the river is na.rrow, Red Fox?-"
Then t'he redskins rushed into the water by the scores asked Dick, presently.
and did their best to overtake the fugitives, or to at least
The lndiall' looked tho~ghtfu1, and then said:
get close enough so that their arrows would inflict damage.
"We go as fast as we goin' no an' we git there 'b.out
The youths got through the water at a lively rate of noon," he replied.
.·
speed, however, and the Indians could not gain on them.
'l'hc Indians could be Heen hurrying along the shores,
As soon as they arrived at the iarther shore the liiberty and it w~ seen that they were moving £aster than the raft
Boys ran down the bank of the river to where the raft was was going.
and quickly climbed onto it.
"They git to J'lace where river is narrow 'way ahead uv
When all were
on
the
rope
was
untied
and
tho
raft
was
us,"
eaid Red Fox.
•
I
pushed away from tl~e shore with poles, a number being
Dick nodded.
·
•
fobnd.
"Yes"
he
said·
''and
we
can't
make
the
raft ~ go any
'
'
'rhe youths poled as hard as lhey could and mana,ged faster."
to make the raft move down s~ream considerably faster I Occasionally some of the Indians would let fly some arthan the cunent would have carried it.
rows, but the missiles always .tell far short. They did not
About one-third of the force of redskins had got across come anywhere near the raft.
the river, and now they moved down the stream, some ap
"Heap young braves," said Red Fox, with a cui'ling of
one side and some on the other, keeping ·pace wit'h the raft. the lip; "no sense 'tall Waste hoap lot uv atTows."
This was not a difficult thing to do; indeed, they were · "I wish that they would waste all their arrows," said
able to easily get ahead of t!J_e raft.
Bob Estabrook, with a grin.
They did this, and the thought came to Dick that himOnward moved the raft.
:self and comrades we'l·e far from being out of danger. They
The youths were careful to keep it near tbe middle of
could, by keeping t'he raft in the middle of the stream, the stream, al;j.d by so doing they kept out of range of the
keep out of arrow-s11ot distance of the ndians, provided Indians' missilee.
the river was as wide all the way down as it. was at this
About elEl'Ven o'clock the Liberty Boys saw smoke rising
point.
above the trees at a point :;eemingly three or four miles
Whether this was the tase or not Dick was not sure so Jown the river.
he asked Red I~ox about it.
'
J
"I wonder what that means?" :mid Dick, looking earn" There on~ place where river not half so wide as here,'' estly al the smoke.
was the Indian's reply; " it narrow fur long way-mile,
"Red Fox think um know," ~ aid the Indian; "Injun
mebby. Red Fox's red brofhel'S be close 'nu:ff then to shoot l1ave set timber on fire; make it so hot white brothers no
arrows onto raft."
can git through without .bein' scorched bad."
"That is rather a bad outlook," said Dick.
"Do you really think that?» asked Dick.
"Yes, but if we f;et through there in safety we will be
The Indian nodded gravely.
right," said Bob.
"Fed Fox sure UV it," he said.
Red Fox shook his head.
"Then we will have to run a gauntlet of fire as well as
"Not sm:e 'bout that,'' he said, sobel'ly; "Injuns swim of arrows,'' said Bob Estabrook.
out an' climb on raff7 mebby."
"Ugh," grunted the Indian.
"I had thought of that," said Dick, sobercy.
"That will be a dangerous piece of business," said Mark
The'l.·c could be little. doubt about the matter: The Lib- Morrison.
erty Boys were in great danger. They had killed three In"Yes, indeed," from Dick.
dians back at the peninsula and had wounded several, and
"Well, get your muskets ready," said Bob; "we will have
the redskins were thirsting for revenge.
a warm time getting through that narrow strip of river,
"YOlr ought not to have come on the raft with us, Red and so we might as well be: ready to make a. hot fight of it
F~x," said Dick; "your brothers will put you to death sure while we ll're about il."
.
if they capture you."
''Yes, w will do the beet we can.'' said Dick; "we may
''Red Fox stay with w'h ite brother," lw said; ''white boy not get through, but we will hope for the best.''
save Injun's Jiff', then Injun's life b'long to white boyOn moved the raft.
ugh."
Closer and closer it drew to the narrow strip of river.
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When the entrance to the narrow part of the stream
came in sight a sobeor look settled on Dick's face.
"Even though we re.main in the middle of the river we
will be in range from both banki:i," he said; "we are in for
it; l guess."
"Yes, and look at the smoke," said Bob; "the fire along
tire shore will make it so warm for us that we will come
out, if we come out at all, well-baked."
N rer !\nd nearer to the entrance to the narrow part of
the stream the raft drew.
'T'J1e Indians could ~ seen standing along the bank,
scores and scores of them, and each and every warrior had
bow and arrow in his hands.
•'Get behind the bales, boys,'' ordered Dick; "we will be
iri. range quickly and we must not expose ourselves needlessly."
The youths obeyed, \Vith the exception of those who were
l poling, and a few minutes later the raft entered the narrow
part of the stream.
While some of the Liberty Boys kept the raft as near
the middle of the stream as possible, othern fired at the
Indians along the shore.
The Indians ,returned the fire with arrows.
The heat from the burning timber was almost unbearable.

OHAPTETI VII.

•

"THE WARl\iEST WORK ON RECORD."

The Liberty Boys kept up the firing as rapidly and constantly as poasible.
They d.ropped a number of the Indians, dead and
wounded; the redskins, on. their part, discharged flight
after flight of arrows, many of the missiles striking on the
raft and in the bale;;. Some of them found a resting-place
in the bodies of some of the Liberty Boys, but luckily no
mortal wounds were inflicted.
ft was indeed a hot fight in a double sense.
"Say, this is warm work!" sa id Bob Esta brook, mopping
hi~ face with a handkerchief.
"I should say it. is about the warmest work on record,"
said Arthur Welby, who was doing his share of the fighting.
· "Yah, dot is vaL I vould haf saided, uf I hacl spoge
abouid dot," said C"arl (:lookcuspielcl', w'ho, fat as a pig,
was wet with perspiration.
" hure an' av dhe bad phlace is inny hotter nor phwat
dhis is, it's mesilf is not aft her wanthin' to go dhere," said
Patsy Brannigan so seriously that some of the youths
could not keep from laughing, seTious as the situation was.
"I guess you will find it hotteP there, Patsy," said Bob.
"An' are yez afther sayin' thot Oi wull ii.nd it thot way,
Bbb, me bye ?'J said Patsy; "Oi don't t'ink so, fur Oi'm not
gain' dhere, begorrn. Dhis experience wuU be a warnin'
to me."
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This conversatjon had occurred while the speakers were
engaged in reloading their muskets, and now· they turned
to the work of killing redskins.
The current was pretty swift in this narrow parl of the
stream, and as it was as much as one's life was worth to
attempt to guide the raft with the poles, Dick ordered the
youths to keep behind the bale& and let th(j raft drift with
the current.
"I guess the current is strongest near the middle of the
stream, anyway," said Dick.
The heat was something terrible.
It was all the Liberty Boys could do to endure it.
Their skin seemed to be. drying up; their lips were
parched.
It was difficult to get their breath.
The raft was now more than halfway through the narrow part of the stream.
· So far as t'he danger .from t~e arrows of the Indians was
concerned, the worst part of it was past, but the fire was
worse the rest of the distance than it had been, so far.
The Liberty Boys lay' behind the bales and gasped for
breath. ,,.
They did not see how they were to endure the terrible
heat w'hile the raft was drifting the. rest of the way through
the narrow part of the river.
They had to endure it, however; there was no such a
thing .as getting out of doing so.
(It seemed to them almost as though the flames from the
burning trees were lapping right over onto the raft , but as
a matter of :fact the flames were at least fifty yards distant
on both sides.
On drifted the raft.
Five-ten-fifteen minutes passed, and then the raft
shot out of the narrow part of the stream onto the morr
placid waters, where the river was wider.
Four of the Liberty Boys ~ot up and began poling and
the raft moved along more rapidly.
As soon as it was where t'he Indians could reach it with
their arrows the Liberty Boys rushed to the edge of thr
raft and dipped up great handfuls of water and bathed
their heated faces. ·
"Great guns!" panted Bob Estabrook: "somebody said
something about that being the 11't1l1TH'st work on record.
and 1 guess he was right.'' •
"Ya'h, dot peen· der trut' uhouid (1ot piznrsR, you pt'f
me," panted Carl Gookenspieler.
The Dutch youth bent down to get a drink, and, heeom ing overbalanced, fell headfirst irlto the water.
There was a SP.lash and a gurgl e, and the youth wenl
under out of sight.
"OookyspilLer has toombled overboard!" cried Paby
Brannigan, in some exciJkment; "ghrab hould av 'im ,
somebody; dhe spalphane can't shwim."
At this moment the Dutch youth popped up out of the
water close beside the raft and not far from the rear end
and was seized by a couple of the T.Jib~-t:v Boys anrl
dragg~d abol\,rd.
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Ca.rl gasped and gurgled and· finally disgorged a lot of
water, after which he sat up and looked around him with
such a woe-begone look that the spectators, in spite of the
fact that they were not feeling comfortably l;iy 'any means,
could not help laughing.
Jn truth the spectacle, taken as a whole, was enough to
make one laugh. Carl was wet' as a drowned ra.t, and his
hair was stringing down over his face and in his eyes, and
the woe-begone expression on his round, Dutch countenance set all off, making of it a comical picture to say the
least.
Patsy Brannigan slapped his thigh and roared, and then
he pointed his finger at the Dutch youth in derision.
"Shure an' ain't yez afther bein' a pretthy spicimen av a
hooman bein', Cookyspiller!" he exclaimed; "av Oi t'ought
Oi would iver look loike thot, it's mesilf would jhoomp into
the river an' ind it roight here an'lnow, begorra!"
"All right," said Carl. " d is your dime to shoomp in do.
der riffer; go aheat, and see how you vos lige id."
"O'.h, it's mesilf
. phwat knows thot Oi would not loike it,
so yez wull have to excuse me."
·
Carl got up and began wringing the; water out of his
clothes and tlie youths went back to· the work of bathing
their hands and faces in the cool water.
It was quite a relief to them after having been through
the terrible heat.
"Are there any more narrow places in the river, Red
Fox?" asked Dick.
The Indian shook his hea.d.
~'No more like that," he replied.
"No placei; narrow enough so that it will be dangerous?"
"No; an' I no thin,k my red brothers come enny farther,
ennyway."
>
This proved to be the case.
The Indians turned back and soon none were to be seen.
"Why did they do that?" asked Dick.
"They '£raid to leave Injun village without braves to
guard it," said Red JLox.
"Why so? What is there to hurt the women and children?"
"Another tribe is ;i,t war with my tribe, and it has gone
on the warpath, an' my red brothers '£raid to leave village."
"So that's it, eh?"
"Ugh."'
"All right; I'm glad to hear it.''
All the rest of the day and all through the night the rait
drifted down the .river, and when morni"!lg came the point
nearest to the home 1of Arthur Welby was reached.
Those of the Liberty Boys who had been wounded-fortunately none had been killed-were getting along nicely,
and their wounds were not of a character to make them
unable to walk, so all made their way to the Welby home
and the Liberty Boys went into camp at the same spot
where they had been encamped before.
Dick went to the house with Arthur, and when the
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young man's parents had given him a greeting, they s'hook
hands with him.
"We are glad to have' Arthur back home1again, safe and
sound," said Mrs. Welby.
"I am glad he got back safely, Mrs. Welby,"' said Dick;
"he is a good fighter; however, and quite capable of taking
care of himself under most any circumstances.''
After some further conversation Dick went back to the
encampment and held a council with Bob Estabrook, fork
Morrison and Sam Sanderson.
After they had talked the matter over fully it was decided that the proper thing for them to do was to remain
where they were and keep watch of the British.
"Then as soon as they start on the march toward
Charleston we can hasten there ahead of them and warn
General Lincoln,'r said Dick, in conclusion.
"Yes, so we can,'' said Bob~ "Well; it will be necessary
to keep a number of scouts and spies at work between here
and Savannah, won't it?"
\ '
"Yes.''
"All right; I speak for a place as one of the spies."
Several of the youth s spoke up, and Dick to1d them to
go ahead and keep a sharp lookout for the British.
"Don't let them steal a march and get past you," he said.
The youths declared that they wonld see to it that the
British did not get past them.
Then t'hey set out and the other Liberty Boys settled
dow~ to take things as easy as possible while awaiting developments. •
About the middle . of the afternoon Arthur Welby
mounted his horse and rode in the direction of Savannah.
Dick happened to be standing near as Arthur started,
and he called out :
"Where are you going, Arthur?"
Artbur looked around, saw a smile on Dick's face and
flushed slightly, after which he laughed and shook his fist
at the Liberty Boy in playful threat.
"I'm going down the road a ways,'' he replied.
"Toward Savannah, eh?"
"Yes."
"All right; give 'her my regards, old fellow."
"I will," and with a laugh he rode onward.
Arthur was going down the road with.the purpose of trying to see Miss Gertrude Amesly.
He was in love with the young lady, and as he did not
dare venture into Savannah, the only other thing he could.
do was to try to see her when she was out riding.
It had been nearly a week since he first met the young
woman, and he did not know whether his quest would be
successful or not.
'
He was determined to make the attempt, however, and
much to his joy, he met Miss Gertrude about a mile and a
half north of Savannah:
She tried to control her expression so as not to betray
that she was glad, but failed, and Arthur was secretly delighted, for he made up his mind that the young lady did
not look upon him with utter indiffere~ce.
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After they had exchanged greetings Arthur turned his
horse's head-in the same direction as that ridden by Miss
Arnesly and they rode along together talking as only young
people know how to talk.
"Where have you been, Mr. Welby?" Gertrude asked;
"I-I-that is--"
'
"Yon mean that you expected lo see me ?-to meet me
here on the road?" exclaimed Arlhur, eagerly, his handsome face lighting up.
The girl blushed and then said :
"Well, I-t'hat is--I thought you might be along this
way, but I failed to see you."
"I have been away, Miss Amesly."
"Ah, indeed?"
"Yes; I would have been here had I been in the vicinity,
you may be sure!"
The look that the young man gave Gertrude was so
eloquent that she blushed even more rosily than before and
h1rned her head away to hide her confusion.
"Isn't it lovely weather?" remarked Gertrude, demurely,
when she had regained control of her expression.
"Yes, indeed; but th ere are more interesting subjects
for discussion than the weather, Miss Amesly; let us talk
of one of them."
"Very well; choose the subject."
"I will do so. Do you know I .was afraid that if I was
so fortunate as to meet you at all you would 1rn.ve an escort,
Miss Amesly?"
"Indeed? I presume it was your fear of a personal encounter that made you afraid I would have an escort?"
with a smile.
Arthur laughed.
"If I could be sure that all your escorts would be made
of the same kind of lllateria1 as was Captain Fairfax I
should not be afraid. But that was really not my reason;·
I was afraid that you would have an escort, and that I
would not get to talk to you."
"Ah, now you are stooping to :flattery!"
"No, indeed; that is something I don't indulge in."
The two rode slo'Vly onward conve!l'sing in th.is strain
and taking no note of their surroundings, and suddenly
there came the sharp report of a pistol and Afthur's hat
was knocked off his head by the bullet!

CHAPTER VIII.
THE MEETING.

Gertrude gave utter~nce to a scream.
"Oh, are, you hurt, ~Ir. Welby?" she cried.
"No; but I will hurt th.at skulking-coward if I can get
my handSI on '.him!" replied the young man, and he leaped
off his horse and ran toward the point from which the shot
had seemed to come.
•
He looked all around, but did not catch sight of anyone.
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The would-be assassin had fled.
Arthur retur11ed to where Mi~~ Ger! rnde was and
mounted 'his horse.
"Did you see nothing of lhe person who fired the cowardly shot, Mr. Welby?" the young woman asked.
"No, Miss Amesly; he got away quickly <lfter firing."
"I wonder who it could have been ?"
The young man shook his head.
"I'm sure I could not guess."
The girl looked at Arthur's 1rnt, which he had picked up
and donned before remounting.
.
"He has nearly ruined. your hat," she said.
"Yes, but better that than my head," with a smile.
"True," with a shudder; then with an apprehensive
glance around she went on.
"Let us ride onward. He may be 'hidden near arid might
tr:r: another shot."
They rode forward at a galiop, and after a few minutes
of silence Miss Amesly said, thoughtfully:
"I wonder if it was Captain Fairfax who fired at you?"
Arthur nodded.
"I think it likely, Miss Arnesly; 1 have no enemies in
this part of the country that I know of, save the captain."
"It was he who did it, I am sure."
"'rhat is my opinion, and if the capb1in and 1I should
meet again I shall call him to an account."
"You must be careful, Ar-I mean Mr. Welby; the cap'tain is coward enough "to take you at a disadvantage if he
gets the opportunity."
"You came very near calling me Arthur," said the young
man, his eyes shining eagerly; "please do so, Mliss Amesly."
His mind was more occupied with this than with the
thought of possible danger to himself from Captain Fairfax.
"I will call you Arthur if you will call me Gertrude,"
with a blush.
"It id a bargain!" quickly and eagerly.
They rode onward till they came to the top of the hill,
where Gertrude and Captain Fairfax had stopped, the
afternoon that the officer made the mistake of threatening
to carry t11e young woman away a prisoner.
Here they pallSed and gazed all around them with interest. They were able to get a :fl.net view in nearly all directions, and especially was the view beautiful looking. toward Savannah.
"Isn't the view beautiful!" exclaimed Gertrude, enthusiastically.
"B~utiful indeed!" was the reply, and the girl turned
her head to see her companion's eyes fixed on her face.
"Arthur!" she said, chidingly; "you are not looking at
the vi~w at all."
"But at something infinitely more beautiful!" was the
quick and earnest reply. "Gertrude,., he went on, before
she could interrupt him; "I love you! I have loved you
from the first moment my eyes rested upon your face! I
loved you when I was fighting the captain, and that was
one thing that made it so easy for me to c.onauer him.
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'l' ell me 1h at you arc not angry with me, Gertrude, for; \V.hen ttley were within a mile of Savannah, Gertrude
·speaking tliu ~!'' as tlw girl maclo> no reply. "l hope tha.t I told Arthur that he had better leave her.
"I will be in no danger in riding alone," she said; "you
I h ave n oi P11 rn f' d m m di spl easnre; 1 conlcl not h elp telling yo n of rn :· lovC' ; inderrl l tonld not help it!"
would be in danger in ventming nearer the city."
Oertrncl e':; eye~ w0re on the ground , and there wa s fl
"Very well; I will stop.''
heightened co lor in h er ch eeks. After Arthur ceased
He gave a quick glance up ::incl then down the road, saw
f'peakiJ1g she continued to look at the ground for fl few mo- 1.hat no one was in sight, and then bent over and took, not
ments, and then she turn ed her eyes toward Arthur's face.; one, but several kisses.
"Goodby, sweetheart!" he said : "may I hope to see );Ou
sh e met hil:l gaze, and her eyrs clrooped.
" I'm not angry," shC' sfljd, gel\tly. and there was some- again to-morrow afternoon?"
thing in her Lon es th at i'hrilled th e youn g man and made / "Yes, Arthur."
him feei] happy.
"l am glad of that, Gertrude."
'The girl hesitated and then said:
His face li ghted up .
"Gertrude!'' 'h e c:ril·d, hi f' 1·oie;c tremhling ; "do you"I have been thinking, Arthur; you are a patriot, and I
am. the daughter of a British officer. I am afraid that
can it be possibl e that you love me ?"
For few mom ents there was silence. and th en Gertrude there will bet rouble for us when I tell father that I am
Raid· in a low, tremulous voice :
your promised wife."
" l - believe-that--1..Ldq, Arthur! ' '
"Likely,' Gertrude; but--you will kC'ep your pro~ise to
'rhey ._!Vere side by side, and close enough so {bat Arthur me just t'he same, sweetheart!'"
/
"Yes, Arthur; no matter how strenuously father may
could do so, an d he rooched out and en'circled tlw gid:s
waiRt with bis arm.
oppose my marrying you . I 1ril1 keep my promise, for-I
'"Will yon be my wife, Gertrude?" he asked, in an eager, love you!"
.
intense l'oice.
'l'he last three wordR were low-spoken, but Arthur heard
"YeB, Arthur." 11·ns th e whi,,pered reply.
them, and his face lighted up with jo~' · and aga.in he kis<;ed
" One kisR. t hen, sweetheart, lo bind the contract!" said th e woman he loved so well.
.
the young man , and fbe girl gave him a ki s8.
1 · 'l~hay italkecl awhile longer, being loath to part. but
Then Rhe looked up and down the road and laughed in finally the girl said , " J · must go, Arthur: good by-till toa n eryous manner.
•
, morrow.'' and th en she rode a1rny towarr the city, Arthur
"Oh. Ar thur, wha t if somC'boLly had been coming!'·' she turning his horse's !wad in th e opposite· direction and ricling. awa.,v at a gallop.
exclaimf'ci.
" But nobody i::: coming," he laughed; " and it would
''l would like to meet that cowardly captain now!' ' he
have bet>n no business of th eir~ had suc'h bren the case." said to himself; "J would have a settlement 1r it'h him:"
"True, but--"
As he rode along he kept a sharp lookout, for he t hought
They talked quite awhile, and then Gertrude suggested it possible that the officer might tr~· to shoot him from the
that it was t im e sh e was going back to Savannah.
roadside.
They rode slowly along and talked as they went.
Nothing of the kind occurred, how eYer. and he reached
Arthur noticed that the" girl looked at the timber at his home in ~a fety .
both sides of the road as though watching for somethmg,
"Did von :::ee h er? " asked Di ck as I.he young man rode
and ask ed her wh at she was looking for .
up uncl leaped to the ground; ." but II see you did," the
"I am afraid that Captain Fairfax may be hidden some- youth added , with a smile; "the fact is written all over
where and might sh oot at you again ," was the reply.
your face in great big letters."
Arthur laugh ed.
Arthur blu sh ed and then la uglied.
"Yes, I saw her ." he acknowledged.
' 'Have no fears, Gert.rude," he said; " the worthy captain
will not make another attempt on my life this afternoon, I
"And the intervi ew must have been of a pl easing charam Rure. H e i;; mil es a way from h ere by this time."
a.cter, Arthur: are congratulations in order?"
But GertrudP "·as not reassured . She 'Miook h er head
"There is no use trying to keep anything .from you,
doubtfully.
'
Dick, I see that," with a langh: a ye!' , Gertrude has prom"l don 't know about thai ." ,, be said ; " from what I know · ised 1.o be my 1w-ife. "
Dick gave the young man hi::; hand.
of t'hr ca ptain, he 1s fl p ersist ent fellow, n nd he will not
"I congratulate you sincerely, Arfhur," he said, earngive up with th e failure of one attempt. ' '
·' J'll keep a ;;'harp lookout for him, Gertrude. Let's not estly; "my opinion i ~ that in l\tiss Amesly you have won a
think-or talk of him. L et us talk of something more pleas- jewel. Sl~e is a noble-hearted you~ woman, I am sure."
ant."
'"And so am I sure of it , Dick. I certainly thlnk that I
They did so, judging by the expression on their faces, am to be congratulated." \
for there wa s a look of r ontentment, yeB happiness, there.
'Then he led the horse into the stable, unbridled and unWhat the:v Raid hn ~ no plare l1Pre: it wns onl~: for each saddled him, anti came out and again entered into converother's ears.
sati.on with Dick.
·
-
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He iol.d t he Liberty Boy about the attempt that had
been made to shoot him down from the roadside.
"That was the work of tha l co wardly captain, Arthur,
T'll wager," said Di ck at once.
· ·'That is my idea, Dick."
:, Yes, there can be no doubt regarding it; doubtless he
haunts t he road leading northward from Savannah in order
to get a chance to -see Miss Amesly; he sa.w you with her,
and his jealous anger caused him to h'y lo murder you.''
·' Likely you are right." Then a lhought struck Arthur,
and 'he added : ·
"Isn't there clanger that the scouutlrel may try to capt ure her and carry her aw ay, Die~ ? "
' 'l'he youth looked thoughtful.
'" l'bere is danger of such a thing, Arthur, I ~- "
.1 grim look appeared on Arthur's face .
"I am going to see if I can do something to make this
impossible of acomplishment," he said; " to-monow I will
make an attempt at hunting the scoundrel down."
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He did not linger longer, but turned and made 'b is way
back in the direction of the river.
H e was soon there, and, getting in to t he boat, gave the
command to pull out into the stream.
A.i.ihtir obeyed, and a few minutes later they were moving up the river at a ve ry good rate of speed.
"Did you learn anything of importance, Dick? " asked
Bob.
"Yes; I learned that the British are to march ou t of Savannah and advan ce upon Charleston d·ay after to-morrow."
"Good! We will know what t o do, now.'r
" Yes; we will remain where we are till t hen and will
break camp and make- our way to Charlest on by slow
stages, keeping just far enough in advance to be out of
harm's way, and by 1'0 doing we will be abl e to keep
lookout for foraging partiei:; o:t: redcoats."

a

'"!'hat's so, and we will make it lively for Lhern."
"Yes, so we will."
"My Liberty Boys will help you."
When the youths al1'ived at the point where Arthur kepi
"Thank you, Dick."
his boat they made a landing and then hastened t hrough
They went to where the youth s were , and Dick told them the timber to the encampment.
what they would be required to do on the morrow.
Arthur went to hi s home and to bed, and Dick and Bob
The Libe11:y Boys were well pleased.
lay down in the encampm ent and were soon asleep.
''We will be glad to help you, Arthur," said Bob.
"Yes, yes!" in a chorus of voices.
Thev talked awhile, and then Arthur went to the house
and at~ his supper, the Liberty Boys having made a raid
CHAPTER IX.
on the smokehouse and secured a lot of hams and bacon
\
for their evening meal .
CAP'rAIN FAIR F AX CAPTURED.
After supper _Arthur came out to the encampment, and
Dick said:

'

.

"I believe I will go down to Savannah again, Arthur,
in your boat. Perhaps I may be able to learn when the
British intend leaving tho city and advancing toward
Charl~ton . "

"You are welcome to Urn ,use of the boat, Dick; and I
will go along and row it , as I did the other time."
"I will go also," slhd Bob.
Dick gave the other youths instruction s, and then the
three set out.
They were not long in arriving at the river, and, getting
into the boat, they started d9wn the stream.
As before, they made a landing at a dark point, and
Dick went ashore, Arthur and Bob remaining in the boat.
Dick made his way up into the city and moved along the
streets, listening to the conversation of the British soldiers.
Wherever he came upon a party of redcoats engaged in
conversation he paused and listened.
He picked up some information, and at last succeeded in
hearing what he wished to hear.

" Ha! I have found you, you scoundrel!"
·'And what are you going to do about it, you peasant
dog?"
am going lo have a seWement. with you."
" What about? "
"You know very well. "
"I do not."
"You do! You tried to assassinate me yesterday wh en
I was riding along the road with i\iiss Amesly."

I

"I

"I did not."
"I know that you did, and for fea r t hat yo u may ruakl'
more attempts of the same character, and with better success, I am going to have the matter settled once and' for
all right here and now."

Arthur Welby and Captain Fai rfax, the deserter, sLood
face to face in a little glade in the ti.mbe1· at a poinl hrn
miles from Savannah and perhaps a quarter of a mile from
the road leading northward from the city.
Arthur, Dick and the Liberty Boys had lcH lhe encampment thai morning and had been at work all the fo renoon
He learned that the British were intending to march out searching for Oaptajn Fairfax.
of Savannah and advance toward Charleston oh the day . As has been s'l10wn, Arthur fo und th e capta~n ; they
after to-morrow .
came suddenly face to fa ce and th e a hove conver:<ation en" .Jove. I'm glad that I came down here, " thought Dick; sued while the two stoon glaring into each otfwr'~ eyes.
"no-w we will know just what t-0 do."
"What do you purpo~e rloing?" asked fhe cA ptain, and
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a close observer would have noticed that there was a look
of fear on his face. ,
"I will tell you: We will fight a duel."
The captain looked anything but pleased.
"We fought one duel," he said; "isn't that enough?;'
"I thought it would be, but you tried to shoot me down
from the roadside yesterday, and as I do not like to feel
that you may make a success of such an attempt at almost
any mome:pt, I am going to have the matter settled. I am
going to be fair, however, and give you an equal chance
with myself."
,
"All rigM; we will fight a duel-and I will kill you, you
peasant dog!"
"No doubt you will try to do so, you cowardly would-be
assassin, but I don't think that you will succeed."
"What weapons shall we use?"
"As you have no sword, I suppose we will have to use
pistols."
"That is satisfactory to me."
"Very well; walk back ten paces, turn and draw your
pistol; I will wait till you are ready."
At ibis moment Dick Slater appeared on the scene.
"Hello, what are you going to do?" he asked. .
'•We are goi ng to fight a duel," said Arthur..
Dick ::;hook his head.
"You n111f'l not do· ii," he said, decidedly.
"Why not?" in surprise; "I cannot permit this scoun·
drel to run at large, for he will sooner or later succeed in
killing me."
"I know; but you must not give him a chance to kill
you."
"I have no fear that he will succeed in doing so."
" Bui there is a Gha.nce, and you have no right to ta~
it." Then Dick stepped close to lhe youth and whispered:
"Remember, Gertrude, yohr life is scarcely your ownJo
risk recklessly. You must think of her."
"That's so; but what shall l do!' I don't feel like letting
him go scot free, now that I have found him."
"Nor will we do so. We will make him a prisoner and
ma.nage to in some way turn him over Lo the British.
Gertrude's father will be delighted to get hold of him."'
""rhat's so; the captain is a deserter, isn't he!"
"Yes."
Arthur's face shone with satisfaction.
"That will solve the problem," he said; "we wil1 turn
him over to--"
Crack!
The captain suspected that some plan for his undoing
was being discussed-the two talked so low he could not
understand what was said-and had taken his chance and
fired at Arthur.
The bullet missed fhe young man by a hair's breadth.
Seeing that he had failea in his attempt at killing the
object of his hatred and jealousy, the captain whirled and
ran away with all his might.
·
"The cowardly scoundrel!" gasped Arthur.
"After him!" cried Dick,
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They bounded in pursuit of the fugitive.
The ex-officer was not a very fast rnnner, and t'be two
began gaining quite rapidly.
.
"You may as well stop and give up," called out Dick;
"we will catch you, anyway."
The captain gave a glance back over his shoulder, saw
that the two were close upon him, and came to a stop. ·
He attempted to draw another pistol, but Dick had him
covered with a pistol instantly, and gave utterance to the
stern command:
"Hands up, or you are a dead man!"
The captain lifted his hands in the air promptly.
"I give up," he said.
"You are sensible," said Dick; "Arthur, bind his arms
together pehind his back."
"All right, Dick."
The young man did this, using the captain's belt for the ,
purpose.
"What are you going to do with me?" the prisoner
growled.
"Something that you won't like," said Dick.
'l'he captain looked worried.
"Well, tell me what you are going to do with me, and
relieve my mind of suspense." ·
"Very well; we are going to turn you over to the ·British, who will be glad lo get you, no doubt."
The ca plain paled.
"Don't do t'hat!" he cried; "anything but that!"
"It is the proper thing to do," said Arthur; "you are a
deserter."
"But they will kill me-shoot me like a dog!"
"And serve you right," said Dick, coldly. "You are a
deserter, a traitor."
Captain Fairfax started in to plead that they would not
give him up to the British, but the two would not listen
to him, and Dick commanded him to keep sileint.
"You a.re simply wasting your breath," he said; "we
have made up our minds and will not change them."
They conducted him out to the road, and just as they
reached it Gertrude Amesly came riding up.
When she saw that Dick and her lover had made a prisoner of Captain Fairfax she wa1 well pleased.
"Now you are in a position to appreciate the fact that it
is bad policy to be a villain, Captain Fairfax," she said.
He winced, but said nothing. He was almost broken
down ~n SP.irit. The heart seemed to be taken almost out
of him.
"How are we going to manage this affair, Dick?" asked
Arthur; "it would not be wise for us to venture into Savannah."
"Let me· offer a suggestion," said Gertrude.
'~We shall be glad to have you do so," from Dick.
"Very well; my suggestion is this: That I ride back to
the city and telL my father that you have Captain Fairfax
a prisoner, and he will send some soldiers here to get him
and conduct him to Savannah."
"That is a good suggestion," said Arthur.
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"Yes, indeed," from Dick; "you may do as you have f has been captured! Now I shall not have that awful fear
suggested, Miss Amesl~."
that at any moment he may shoot you down from ambush."
"I confess that I s'hall feel better myself," said Arthur.
"Very well."
"It certainly is not pleasant to have the feeling that you
She turned .her horse's head toward Savannah and rode
are in constant danger of being shot down," said Dick.
away at a gallop.
The two sat down under a tree at the roadside and
They talked awhile, and then Dick said he would have
waited. The· prisoner was seated between them.
l to get back to the encampment; he bade the young woman
goodby and hastened away, leaving her with her lover.
They did not have long to wait.
Ill less than an hour Miss Amesly was back. accompanied
Of course, this suited the two, and they remained there
by two troopers, who had an extra horse bridled and sad- quite awhile talking.
dled.
At last Gertrude said she must be going or she would not
The two troopers aided Captain Fairfax to mount the get home in time to take luncheon with her father, and
horse and then climbed into their own saddles and looked Arthur assisted her to mount.
inquiringly at Gertrude.
When the good bys had been said the girl rode a way at a
"Are you going back with us, Miss Amesly ?" asked one, gallop, while Arthur walked toward his home.
touching his hat.
When he got there he found that the majority of the
"No, I will continue my ride, Jasper," was the reply; Liberty Boys had returned to the encampment, and all
"tell father that I said I would be home in time for his were glad that Captain Fairfax had been captured, for they
had taken a liking to Arthur, and were pleased to think
two o'clock luncheon."
that
the danger that had menaced him had been removed.
"Very well," and the two rode away, leading the prisonAs
regarded Arthur himself, however, he was more
er's horse between them.
because of the fact that the danger that Gertrude
pleased
They had not gone £ar before Captain Fairfax began trybe
abducted was now past.
might
ing to persuade the troopers to let him go free.
Boys put in the , rest of the afternoon in
The
Liberty
They would not listen to him.
rather a lazy fashion.
'J;'Jwn he· tried to bribe them.
'L1hey lay around on their blankets and talked and told
"I know where gold in great quantities is to be found,"
;he told them; "and if you wil1 free me and come with me stories, and along toward evening they got to talking of
the, gold they had secured on their expedition up the Sawe will go and make ourselves rich."
vannah River. ·
.T-his had no effect; the troopers were not to be bribed or
"What shaU we do with the gold?" asked Bob Estabrook.
bought. ·
. "That is what I have been wondering," said Mark ~r
"You may as well sa;e your wind," said Jasper; "we are
nson.
going to take you into 8avannah and ~uni you over to
"And I," from Sam Sanderson.
Colone~ Amesly."
"I'll tell you what I think would be a good plan; boys,"
'f\he prisoner saw that it was useless to say more, and said Dick.
he relapsed into sullen silence, ,fliic11 remained unbroken
"Tell us, old man!"
till th.13 city was reached.
"Yes, yes!"
Colonel Amesly rubbed his hands with satisfaction when
Such .were a few oi the exclamations from the ~iberty
lhe prisoner was brought before him.
Boys.
'~Aha., so they got you, did they, you traitor!" he ex"I think," said Dick, "that it would be a good plan to
claimed.
make General Washingtqn a pr.esent of the gold, with the
"I-I~" stammered the captain; " I hqpe, Co.lonel undehtanding that it is to be used to purchase arms, ammunition and provisions for the patriot soldierrs."
Amesly, that-that--"
He :floundered apd broke down. 'L1 her(l was absolutely
"Say, that's a splendid scheme!"
"So it is!"
nothing that he could say.
"Yes, yes!"
"It is useless to attempt to make any defense, Captain
"Let's do that, b<>ys!"
Fairfax," said the colonel, sternly; "you are a traitor, a
deserter and a scoundrel in the bargain, and the death that
Such were some of the exclamations, and it was evident
should be meted out to such .a man shall be yours."
that the plan met with the favor of all.
The prisoner shuddered, but said nothing. He was smart
"We could not make a better use of the gold," said Dick;
enough to understand that it would be a waste of breath. "and I am glad that you favor the plan."
The colonel ordered that the lprisoner be taken and
They discussed the matter quite awhile, and there were
placed under guard, and this was done.
no dissenting words spoken; all were in for making this
When the troopers had taken their departure, accom- use of the gold.
panied by the prisoner, Gertrude turned to the two young
"And after the war is over' we can come down here and
men, and, addressing Arthur, said:
get some gold for our own use," said Bob.
"You don't know how glad I am that Captain Fairfax
"So we can," agreed Dick.
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·After supper was over that evening Dick told the youths
He was just in time. Two foraging parties were. just
to get to bed early.
starting o_ut.
"We will break camp in the morning," hei said; "the
He watched till he saw in what directions the parties
British are to move out of Savannah and advance toward were going, and then hastened back to the Liberty Boy '
Charleston, you know, and we must keep close watch of encampment.
them."
The British foraging parties each had about a. dozen
men in it, and so Dick sent two parties of twenty each of
the Liberty Boys to get after the parties i~ question ancl
CHAPT'EH X.
capture them if possible.
Of course, he accompanied one oi the parties and Bob
IN CHARLESTON.
had
command of the other.
I
'l'hey parted at the edge of the open space in~vhicb the
·•Do you really think there'll be a battle, Dick?"
mu tbs had their encampment and set out in the directions
"Yes, Arthur; if the British advance to Charleston they indicated by Dick.
'will surely make an attempt to capture the city, and then
there will be a battle."
An hour later the party Dipk was with came upon the
redcoats, who were engaged in the pleasing task of helpihg
·'Say, let me go with you, Dick!"
''Do you want to take part in a battler"
•
themselves to everything they ca.red for that was to be
"Yes."
:found in a patriot's home that they had come upon.
Dick did not delay an instant.
''Very well; you ai·e welcome to accompany us; but
I
"Charge, Liberty Boys!" he said, in a-low grim voice;
what will your parents say about it?"
\.
"give the rascals a volley when you ·are near enough:'V
"Ob, they think I am old enough to take care of myself," with a smile.
The youths dashed forward.
"And how about Miss Gertrude?"
When they were close enough they fired a volley.
This was the first intimation the redco11-ts had that
"Oh, she is the daughter of a soldier."
Dick smiled.
danger threatened.
"I see," he said; "doubtless . you think she will think
They had been so busily engaged in robbing the patriot's
more of you for doing some soldier work than for not doing house that they had not been looking out for anything
it, eh?"
else. Nor had they placed out sentinels.
"Well, she won't think any less of me, at any rate .. ,
The volley dropped several of the British soldiers, a.nd
"~ guess you are right about that."
th~ rest were stricken with terror ·and fled at fhe t.op of
Arthur went to the house and told his parents that be their speed.
was going to accompany th6 Liberty Boys, but that he
"After theJ,D!" cried Dick; "and give them a rnlley from
would come back home as soon as the battle was fought.
your pistols."
His parents told him to go along; they were patriots,
The youths obeyed.
and 1\'ere glad to have him fighL for liberty and independThey ran after the .fl.eeitg redcoats with ~l their might.
ence.
They gained somewhat, and then they fired a pistol volPres1mtly lhe 1.Jiberty Boys mounted their horses and ley and dropped two more of the enemy.
rode away.
The redcoats had got in among the trees now, and so
They rode slowly, for there was no hurry; they were on Dick gave the command to cease. the pursuit and return to
horseback, while the British would travel on foot.
the patriot's house.
Dick and Bob rode down the road toward Savannah· and
'Phis was done.
took up their position on the top of a hil1, and here they
The family consisted of the maJ1, his wife and three
awaited the coming of the British army.
, children, two boys and a girl. They had been t.erribly
At last it put in an appearance, and t'hen the youths frightened, for they did not know but the redcoats would
rode back and rejoined the Liberty Boys.
murder them, and they were profuse in their tha1iks to
The youths retired slowly before the British during the Dick and his comrades.
whole duy, and when the enemy went into cump that even"No thanks are necessary," said Dick; "we are patriots,
ing the youths did so also.
and it is our duty, as well as our pleasuxe, to strike the
"We will watch the British encampment," said Dick, British blows whenever we can do so.
"a~d if ·any foraging parties are sent out we will make an
"We thank ye, jest t~r same," said the man.
attack on them."
Then the youths wen~ and looked at the redcoats who
"Who will go and watch the British, Dick?" asked Bob had fallen-five in number.
Estabrook:
Three were dead and two were wounded. Both these
were so bad hurt that they could not walk, and the youths
1 "I wiU do that myself.''
He set out and was not long in reaching the vicinity of carried them into the farmer'i: hou~e and dressed their
1
the encampment.
wounds.
)
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Then they borrowed a spade and buried the three dead
~oldier!l.

''Do you think the redcoats will come hack?" asked one
oithe Liberty Boys.
"l hardlv think so," said Dick. '·HowC'ver. we may a~
well stay );ere aw'hile and see."
'
So they remained an hour or more. but the redcoats did
not come back.
.
'l'he youths now bade the patriot family goodby and
look their departure.
'I' hey got back to the' encampment ahead of the other
party of Liberty Boys, but it put in an appearance presently and the members '.vere in good spirits. They had
struck the other foraging party of redcoats a blow and
had sent the enemy flying.
. '
'I'he next day and the next the Liberty Boys retired be.fore ·the advancing British army, and then they rode into
Charleston on the following morning, and Dick went at
once to 'headquarters.
General Lincoln was glad to see Dick.
The Liberty Boys had been gone quite awhile, and he
had begun to fear that they had met with some kind of a
disaster.
"I have come to te11 you that the British army is corning, Genernl Lincoln," said Dick.
"Ah, indeed! When will it be 'here, Dick?"
"It will reilch here, or this vicinity at least, this evening, · sir."
"How strong a force have they, Dick?"
'I'he youth told him, giving an approxima.te estimate.
"They oi1tnmnber us some, Dick.''
'~Yes, so they do _; but we have the advantage of position
and of being on the c1efe'llsive."
"True."
•
.
General LincoJn summoned his orderly and told hirp to
ummon the members of the staff.
"We will hold a council at once," he said to Dick, "and
will decide upon om course of action."
Within the hour all the members of the staff were in the
room ready for the business of the hour.
They were somewhat excited when they were told that
the British 1vere corning, and the situation was discussed
with grca t eagerne s.
The majority, when they learned to what an extent the
British army outranked their own in numbers, were of the
opinion that it would be impossible to hold the city.
"'!"hey wiU beat us,'.' said one
"That i~ my opinion,'' from another.
Others said the same.
"If we could get reinforcements," said one; "we might
he able to hold our own."
Just then there was a knock on the door.
"Come in," invited the general.
'l'he door opened, revealing the orderly.
"What is it?" asked General L\ncoln.
"A messenger, sir," was the reply.
"From where? Frl'.lm whom?"
)
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"I don't know. sir."
"Show him in.''
'Pim orderly did so.
A soldier, dressed in a soiled and faded blue nniform,
entered and bowed and saluted.
"Where do you C;ome from?" asked the gen end.
" I come as a messenger from Count Pulaski, sir," wa;:
the repl\}'.
"Ha! Say you 80? Where is the count?"
"His army is encamped fifteen miles north of. here, ~il'.''
"How sh'qng an army has he?"
"'I'hree thousand troops."
Then the messenger drew a letter from his pocket and
handed it 1.o the general.
''From the count,'' he said.
General Lincoln opened the letter and read 1he ronte'llts.
"Count Pulaski is coming here to help us," he explained; "and now, if he can only get here with his army
before the British arrive and make the attack we will he
able to thrash the enemy soundly."
'"rhey \vill reach here easily before evening," said UJ(I
messenger; "they were breaking camp and getting ready
to march when I left t'he encampment.''
"They will gei here in tirpe," said Dick, "for the British
army will not reach here before evening.'''
'l'he messenger departed to gel something to eat, and tlw
officers discussed the new phase of the situation with considerable satisfaction.
"'I'he arrival of Count Pulaski with hiR army makes it
possible for us to offer battle with the advantage in our
favor," said General Lincoln.
The others acquiesced in this statement.
Then they laid their plans for making the defeme, and
when this had been done they dispersed to get to work.
It was a busy day in Charleston.
The soldiers were at work t'hrowing up oorth works and
strengthening the aefenses, and the officers were ;;uperintending the work and seeing to it that all necessary arrangements- were made for the battle which it was thought
must take place.
•
·
The citizens of the city were excited.
'rl1ey did not know what to -ao.
They feared that if they remained in Lhe city they might
be killed, yet they disliked to leave their home;: and fire-.
Finally they .figured it out that, as the battle wo1HJ be
fought at the sout.11 edge ~ the city, they would be safe if
they retired to the north edge, and so the majority who
lived at the south edge and near the center of the city
made their way over into 1.he northem part in the1 afternoon.
Count Pulaski and his army arrived in Charleston about
the middle of t'he afternoon and were given a cordial recrption.
The count went at once to headquarters and reported to
General Lincoln.
The two talked quite awhile and discussed the situation
t
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carefully. They were confident that they could give the
He fell to thinking of the matter, and the idea struck
British a thrashing.
j 'him that it was possible that the patriot army was stronger
fThey went out together and made a tour of t'he de- than had been supposed.
1_
fenses.
crrn that case we will need to be careful," he told -himEverythihg seemed to be in ·satisfactor!. condition. . I self; "they have the advantage of position, and if it sl10uld
About an hour before sundown the British army put m happen that _they ~ave anywhere near ,~o many men a.s we
an appearance. ·
have they might give us a hard fight.
It went into camp half a mile away,. ~ut th~ patriots
He ~hought aw,:1ile ,~d then s~mmoned his orderly' and
opened fire with the cannon and the British retired to a' told him to send Sly Saul to hnn at once.
.
.
safe distance. ·
The orderly bowed and went in search of the man in
"That means that they do not intend to begin the battle· question.
this evening," said General Lincoln.
"Sly" Saul Sparks was a Tq,ry, who had lived in the
"You are right," agreed Count Pulaski; "well, that is. South all his life, and who was all that his nickname imsatisfactory to us if it is to them."
plied; he was as sly as any redskin that ever stole through
"So it is. We will be ready, no matter when they be- the wilderness, and he had been with Prevost some time
gin."
.
acting in the capacity of guide, scout and hunter-he furThe Liberty Boys had hoped that the battle would take nishing the army with wild game.
place immediately.
The ord~rly soon returned, accompanied by a. tall, gaunt,
When the British withdrew they were disappointed.
leathery-faced man of perhaps forty years. This was Sly
"There is to be no fight to-night," said Dick.
Saul.
"So it seems," from Bob Estabrook; "I wish that they
"Ye sent fur me, gin'ral?" the man asked.
had come at us, instead of retreating.'~
"Yes, Saul; I have some work for you."
"So do I," from Mark Merrison.
"Whut is ther work?"
"Yeh, I vos vish dot mineselluf," said Carl Gooken"I want that you shall enter th~ city yonder -to-night
spiel.er.
and find out how many men the rebels have there, if such
"Yis yez do!" said Patsy Brannigan, sarcastically; "yez a thing is possible."
know thot yez are not afther loikin' to foight, Cooky"I'll do my best, gin'ral," said Saul.
spiller, so phwat is dhe use av your talkin' loike thot?"
"Good! That is all anyone can do."
"I do lige do fighd, shoost so much as vat you lige id,"
Sly Saul went away and waited till it was as dark as it
was the retort; "und uf you don'd vos t'ink so, I vill fighd would be, after· which he left the encampment and made
mit yourselluf, und brave id."
his way toward the city.
"Oh, g'wan wid yez, Cookyspiller; yez can't foight ."
He took it slow and easy, and succeeded in slipping
"I am afrait uf yourselluf; dot is vat ails me, und dot through the Ji:hes of the sentinels and entering the .city.
is so!"
He moved around without attracting any attention, and
The youths roared at this, and Carl, thinking he had so keen and shrewd was he that he managed to learn that
said something funny and bright, laughed also, and was the patriot army had received reinforcements; he kept on
good-natured in a moment.
working till he had learned the number, approximately, of
"I only hope that the British won't back out alto- patriot soldiers that were in the city, and then he started
gether," said Bob Estabrook.
to go back to the British encampment.
"Why would they do so?" asked Mark Morrison.
It happened that Bob Estabrook had overheard Sly Saul
"They might do so,•if they were to learn that we have making inquiries, and his suspicions were aroused.
received reinforcements."
He followed the man and kept close watch on him. He
"I guess they won't find it out," said Dick.
listened to everything Saul said, and by the time the Tory
spy had finished his work and was making his waYr toward
the edge of the city, Bob was convinced that the fellow was
a spy.
CHAPT~ XI.
"I will capture him," said the youth to himself.
He hastened after the spy, and when he was close enough
THE BRITISH BECOME ALARMED.
he leaped forward and seized the fellow.
General Prevost, the commander of the British army of
Bob was strong and agile, and thought that he would be
the South at that time, did not like the way the patriots · able to handle the man easily, but in this he was mishad greeted his appearance.
taken. Sly Saul was very strong, and was as tough ancl
He had supposed that the rebels would wait till attacked wiry as a hickory stick.
before doing any fighting, and that they would refrain
He grappled with Bob and the struggle became fierce at
from firing in the hope that a battle might be avoided. once.
But in so thinking he •had made a mistake and had been
"Give up!" said Bob; "I have you, you Tory spy! You
forced to retire out oj range of• the patriot cannon.
_can't get away.''
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"I don't think so," he said; "he is undoubtedly a slip~
"\Ye'll see erbout thet," was the rep!>'; "ye hain't got
pery customer, and will get back through the lines as easily
me, by enny meens."
as he got through them com.ing in."
Bob found that the fellow had told the lrulh.
Dick was right about this. Sly Saul did get back
rrhe affair was far from being settled.
through the line of sentinels without jleing discovered, and
'11 he struggle weni on fiercely.
Bob began to grndually get the advant~ge, and he ~elt I whe~ he arrived at the British encampment he went
certain that he would presently succeed m overpowe1:mg straight to General Prevost's tent.
"Well?" ,aid the officer, eagerly.
his opponent; · but suddenly his heel' caug'hL against the
''They've got more men'n. whut ·ye hey, gin'ral," said
curbing al the edge of the sidewalk and he fell over baekSaul.
ward at full length.
"They have?"
He attempted to hold onto his opponent, but the fellow
"Yas. 71
managed to jerk loose, and before Bob could get on his
"How many have they?"
feet, Sly Saul was quite a distance away and running at the
'11 he spy told him, approximately.
top of his speed.
General, Prevost knit his brows and frowned.
The struggle had taken place on a residence street, and
"You must be mistaken, Saul," he said.
no one had happened to come along, so there had been no
"W'y so, gin'ral?"
·
wit~esses.
"There can't be that many men in Charleston."
,
Bob was angry and disgusted.
"But thar air-'nless ther rebels whut I talked with lied
He had expected to take the fellow to headquarters in
erbout et."
triumph, and here the spy was about to make .his escape.
"I don't .inderstand how that can be the case."
"But I'll get him yet!" thought the youth, and, setting
"l know how et happens, gin'ral."
llis teeth gi·imly, he raced after the fugitive.
"How?"
He found thai, good runner though he was, the fugitive
rebels wuz reinforced ·ter-day."
"Ther
this
was still better. Then, too, the streets were darl<, and
"Is that so?"
gave the supposed spy a chance to dodge and double, and
"Yas; er feller whut they called Count Perlaskey, er
finally he managed to shake Bob off entirely.
When the youth realized that he had lost track of the sumthin' like thet, come ii:J.ter ther city ter-day with three
thousan' sojers."
fellow he was disgusted indeed.
"Ha! Tl}at explains the matter!"
"Oh, I wish somebody was here to kick me!" he exGeneral Prevost did not know what to think about the
claimed aloud.
But nobody was there and ,he was forced to do without matter.
He did not like it at alJ.
being kicked.
he got there before the reinforcements arrived he
Had
the
by
occupied
quarters
He ma.de his way back to the
would not have hesitated to make the attack in the momLiberty Boys and reported the Matter to Dick.
" You made a mistake in not getting help,"· said Dick. ing, but now he did not know what to do.
He called his staff officers into the tent and placed the
"I guess I did, old fellow."
"Yes; by pot doing so he has escaped and will carry matter before them.
They did not like the looks of things any better than
whatever information he has secured back to the British
·
their commander did.
commander."
folly for us to make an atbe
will
it
opinion
my
"In
"I would have captured him if I hadn't tripped against
one.
said
tack,"
the curbing and fallen."
"Yes, but you tripped and he got away. Well, it can't
"Yes, I think it would be suici al," from another.
be helped now."
"If you want my opinion, it is this: That we may count
"No! Say, kick me, Dick!"
here without sustainourselves lucky if we
r get away from
'
Dick laughed.
ing considerable damage," said a third. .
"Oh, you feel badly enough as it is," he said; "we. will
They discussed the matter quite awhile, and at last came
leave the kicking out."
to the conclusion that it would be safest and wisest for
"I vill mage you some kicgness, Pop, uf you vos va.n t them to bea,t a retreat in the morning.
me to do dot," said Carl Gookenspieler, who was accomIt was galling to the pride of General Prevost, but he
modating always, as well as practical.
was a level-headed man, and knew when to be bold and
"Go way wid yez, Cookyspiller," said Patsy Brannigan; when not, and so the decision was made.
"it's mesilf wull kick yez av yez don't look out."
Next morning the patriots waited for the British to ad"Shut up, you two!" said Bob, and then to Dick he vance to the attack, but the enemy did not appear.
added:
"What does it mean?" asked General Lincoln.
"Do you suppose that the sentinels will capture the :fel"Perhaps they have learned that we have a stronger force
low?"
tha.n their own," said one of the officers, "and have dcThe youth shook his head.
ciaed not to make an attack."
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Dick Slattir had told the general about the presence oi
the supposed spy in the city the evening before, and the
officer al once concurred in this view of the other.
He al once told Dick to go on a scouting expedition and
see what the British were doing.
Dick set out at once.
He hastened to the edge of the timber after getting out
of the city proper and then made his way along, watching
closely.
'
He came to where the British 'had been ~ncamped lhe
night before, but no sign of the enemy was to be seen.
Dick hastened onward, and from the top of a hill half a
mile distant he got a good view of the British army.
It was moving steadily along toward the south.
"Yes, they a.re going back," he said to himself; ''they
have learned that we have a stronger force than their own.
and are not going to make an attack. I will hasten back
and inform General Lincoln oi the facl, and then doubtless he will go in pmsuit. I hope so, at any rate!"
Turning, he hastened back in the direction of Cha.rleston.
•

CHAPTER XII.
CHASING THE BRITISH.

"You say the British are going away, Dick?"
.. Yes, General Lincoln."
"Going back toward Savannah, eh i"'
"Yes, sir."
''I was afraid that was the case. They leamed that we
1
had received reinforcements, and did not fancy making an
attack when the chances were that they would get the
worst 0£ it."
"I think you are right, sir."'
General Lincoln and Dick Slater were in tlrn former's
private room at headquarters.
Dick had just returned from his scouting expedition and
had reported the fact that the British were marching away.
General Lincoln called a council, and it was quickly decided that thei thing ~ do was to go in pursuit of the
enemy.
The order was sent out and the solqiers began making
preparations to break camp.
As 0011 as all were ready the pati-iot army marched out
of Charle ton and away toward the south.
'I'he order was to march on the double-quick_,
It would be necessary to do Lis if the British were to be
overtaken, for they bad a pretty good start.
The army marched onward till noon and stopped half an
hour to eat dinner and rest.
·
,,, Then the march was rrsumed and was kept up till nearly
evening, when a halt was called.
•
The scouts that had been sent out ahead reported that
th British 11rmy had stopped and taken up its position on
the top of a hill a mile away.
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"Do you think th~ know that we are pursuing them?"
asked General Lincoln.
"I think so, sir," replied Dick Slater, who was one of
the scouts.
"Then it must be their intention to make a. stand and
offer battle."
"Yes, sir."
"They have a strong posit.ion?"

"Verry

~trong."

"No matter;· we have a much stronger force, and that
will more than equalize things, so we will make an attack
on them."
He summoned his stafi officC'rs, and the matter of
whether the attack should be madC' that evening or not
came up.
It was· decided, after considerable discui:;sion, to pul . off
ma.king the attack untirthe next day.
.
"To-night,"
said
the
general,
"we
will
surround
the.po1
sition occl,lpied by the enemy and then in the morning we
will make an.attack."
This was thought to be the best plan, and i:;o it was acted
upon.
They stopped and ate supper and went into camp temporarily.
As soon ru; it was da1·k, howevex, the movement lo l:!urround the enemy was begun.
'fhis required several hours in the completion, but it
was accomplished at last, and then the soldiers lay down
and went to sleep.
They were up before daylighl neixt morning.
The majority o:f the patriot soldiers were eager for the
battle.
Especially was this the case with the Liberty Boys.
They were never so happy as when .getting ready to go
into a battle.
They were young and full o:f life, and moreover they
we1·e strong patriots and were eager to strike a blow :f.6r
the great cause whenever the opportunity presented itself.
While they were eating breakfast they were talking of
the coming battle.
"I'm glad it is to take place this morning,'' said Bob
Estabrook; "I have b€en waiting for a battle ta_ take place I
a long time, and I am beginning to be impatient."
"Yah, und I vos peen glat mine1lelluf,'' said Carl Gookenspieler.
"It's rnesil:f wull scrame wid deloigbt whin Oi hear dhc
muskits a-poppin' an' dhe cannon a-roarin' wanst more·."
said Patsy Brannigan.
•
"Yah, dose peen vat I lige," said Car].
The others expressed themselves as being well pleased,
and when the order came to get ready to advance they were
prompt to do so.
Presently tlte battle began.
The patriots had no artillery, but the redcoats had severnl small cannon, and they opened fire with these.
The patriots coulc1 not reply, for they 1rere not yet
within musket-shot distance of tl1c enemy.
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They kept on advancing, however, and when at last
they were close enough they opened fire.
The battle was 9ow on!
'l"he rattle and roar of the musketry was something terrible to listen to, but so well protected were the soldiers of
both armies that not a great deal of damage was clone. The
British had thrown up earthworks and the patriots were
sheltered by trees.
The battla continued an hour or more, and then. the patriots retired and the officers held a co1mcil.
They had not made much headway.
It was decided to make one more attack, however; the
second one might be more suCC'essful than the first 'had
been.
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An hour and a half later they came upoh the party in
question.
1
It was just beginning the vork of helping itself to a lot
of provisions, etc., belonging to a patriot settler.
The Lib9rty Boys appeared suddenly ahd opened :fire_,
however, and the redcoats, after firing a scattering volley,
retreated, leaving two of their comrad~ lying dead on the
ground.
One or two more were wounded, but not so seriously a<:
to make it impossible for them to get away.
The youths remained there an hour waiting to see if ·the
redcoats would return. While waiting they buried two
dead soldiers.

One of the Liberty Boys was wounded, but not seriously.
So another attack wafl made, much to the delight of the
The British soldiers did not return, and so the Liberty
I,iberty Boys.
l
Boys, after being thanked hea,rtil.y by the settler, mounted
This time the fight was kept up an hour and a half, at their horses and rode away.
least.
/
They rejoined the main force of Liberty Boys half a.n
Tlie position occupied by the British was too strong,
·
hom later andl rontinued onward in the wake of the Bnthowever; it was impossible to get at them in a manner to ish army. '
do them harm of a serious nature.
I
When the foraging party returned to the main army
l Again the patriots drew off, and again a council was empty-handed and reported that it had boon attacked by a
held.
p,arty of rebels and two of its number had been shot down,
One' of the officers suggested that an attempt be made lo
the British commander was very angry.
hold a siege :md starve lhe British, and this was given se" I will send a force out to se'arch for the rascally rebels
rious consideration, but the plan was finally given up as
and capture them!" said General Prevost.
being impractical.
He at once gave the order, and a captain, with one b.unThe only thing to do, therefore, was to return to Cba.rles- dred soldiers, turned back to attend to this matter.
ton.
•
'It happened tha~ one of the Liberty Boys' scouts cau~ht
'l'he order was given, and the army began ma.king its sight of this- party Md hasteneJ back and informed Dick
way slowly back in the direction of Charleston.
of the fact that it was coming.
All save the Liberty Boys.
.
The youths at once made preparations to give it a warm
'l'hey did not wish to return, and Dick had asked per- reception.
mission to remain in the vicinity of the British. 1
..~
They led their horses back into the timber and t~·ed
'' vv e will follow the army on its march back to Savanthem to trees; then they went back and took up their pos nah," he said, "an8. will be on the lookout for foraging
tion behind trees and awaited the coming of the enemy.
parties. We will strike a blow whenever and wheirever posThey did not have very long to wait.
sible.''
The redcoats put 'in an appearance presently and· Dick
This pleased the youths immensely.
gave the command to take aim.
They were sorry the battle had not turned out to be a
victory for the patriots, but as that could not be helped
The youths leveled their muskets.
Nearer and nearer the redcoats came.
they dismissed the matter from their minds a~d centered
their thoughts on the work before them.
Presently they were neaxly opposite the youths, and then
Dick sent scouts out ahead to keep watch of the enemy Dick gave utterance to a shrill whistle.
and to report if any foraging parties were sent out by the
This was the signal to fire.
British.
The youths pulled trigger.
About the middle of the afternoon one of the scouts
Orash! Roar!
came tO Dick with the information that a foraging party
The volley rang out loudly, and following it sounded
had left the main force of the,.British. ,
yells, screams and groans.
Dick at once sent a forC& twice as large in t'he direction
The redcoats were so close that the Liberty Boys had
taken by the foraging party. .
been enabled to do good execution.
"Put a stop to their wdr ~, Dick," said Bob, as Dick and
At least twenty of~ redcoats weut down, dead and
his Liberty Boys rode a'way. ·
wounded.
Bob was left behind to clm1mand the main part of the
The British captain was a brave man, however, and he
force of Liberty Boys.
ordered his men to fire a volley in return. They did so,
Dick and the youths rode in ihe direction taken by · the but it did not do much damage. 'I'hei youths were proredcoat foraging party.
tected behind the trees.
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"Charge the rebels!" roared the captain, waving his · hold his consent, so he gave it. As he would have nothing
sword.
to draw him back to England, now that his daughter was
The British soldiers started to charge into the timber,· to remain in America, he resigned from the British army
but the Liberty Boys fired two pistol volleys in quick sue- 1 and remained behind when the army went back.
cession, and this was more than the redcoats could stand;
Captain Fairfax, the traitor-deserter, was shot tne day
they whirled and ran away at the top of their speed.
after he was handed over to the British by Dick Slat.er and
The captain yelled at them and commanded them to re-- · Arthur We1by.
turn and stand their ground, but they would not listen to l Aft~r the war ended Dick Slater and a lai:ge number of
him. They kept on running.
the Libeirty Boys went down into Georgia and made -their
"Well, we whipped them!" cried Bob Estabrook, in de- way to the place where they had found the gold. They
1
light.
.
wer~ fortunate enough to run across Red Fox, and he was
"Yah, ve ha£ licked der retgoads," said Ca.rl Gooken- ·glad to see them, •and did all he could to aid them in securspieler.
ing the gold.
"Shure an' it's moighty litthle yez did, Cookyspiller,"
They secured enough to make each and every orie of
said Patsy Brannigan.
·
them independent for life.
"I ha£ didded shoost so much as vat you have didded,
Batsy Prannigan," was the reply, in a belligerent voice.
THE END.
The youths now went out and looked over the field; they
The next number (171) of "The Liberty Boys oi '76"
found that they had killed twenty of the redcoats and had
will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS' AWKWARD
wounded thirteen.
While they were taking note thus a British soldier came SQUAD; OR, BREAKING IN NEW RECRUITS," by
up the road bearing a flag of truce. He said the captain Harry Moore.
wished to be permitted to come back and bury the dead
and take dare of the wounded, and Dick told the messeiq.ger to return to the captain a.nd tell him to come along,
SPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of .this weekly
that he and hi s men should rrot. be molested.
are always in print. l£ you cannot obtain them from any
The redcoats soon put in an appearance, and after dress- newsdealer, send the price in money or postage stamps by
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'
away.
The Liberty Boys went into camp not far from. the spot
where the encounter had taken place, and next day they
followed the British as they had been doing before.
( They kept this up till the vicinity of Savannah was
reached, and t'hen they stopped. 'I'hey went into camp The Best Illustrated Weekly Story Paper P1,1bli.shed.
nea.r .the home of Arthur Welby, whose pareints were delighted to see him back safe and sound.
16 PAGES.
When they asked him 110w be liked being a soldier he
said that 'he liked it first rate, and that he had made up his
mind to stay with the Liberty Boys till the end of the war.
Dick told him that he would be glad to have him be- OUT TO·DAYI
OUT TO-DAY!
I
come a member of the company, and so it was decided.
The next day Arthur rode down the road toward Savan-11
nah a:rrd managed to meet Gertrude. ' Of course both were .
delighted, and when Arthur told his sweetheart that he
OR,
was going to become a member of the company of Liberty
Boys she did not object.
"I am glad that you are wirnng to help fight for your
'
country," she said. ·
By R. T. ~mmet,
"And when the war is over we will be married, sweet·
heart,'' he said.
"H~ppy
"Yes, Arthur."
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Amesly did not like the idea 0£ his daughter marrying an
American, but he saw that his daughter loved the young
l'BA1'K TOUSEY, Publisher,
man derntedly and realized that it wmtld be folly to with-·
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ever
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1
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BOOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
moet famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
>.bl• wonderful little book.
~o .. ~· THE ~OYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.Contarnmg a varied assortment of· >1tump speeches, Negro Dutch
· and Irish. Also end men's jokes. Just the thing for home' amuse<11ent and amateur shows.
~o. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
iND JOK}j) BQOK.;--Somethin!l' new a?d very _instructive. Every
>oy should obtam this book, as 1t contarns full mstructions for orsanizing an amateur minstrel troupe.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-Tbis is one of the most original
Joke books ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
eontains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums etc. of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical' joke~ of
:be day. Every boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
.obtain a copy immediately.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.-Containing comtilete Instructions how to make up for various characters on the
•tage; together with the duties of the Stage Manager, Prompter
8cenic Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager'.
No 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the latut jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
ner popular Uerman comedian. Sixty-four pages · handsome
•
tolored cover containing a half-tone phot'> of the autho~.

a good
a~l the popular !lutbor!l of prose and poetry, arranged in the mf.itl
simple and concise manner possible.
No. 49. _HOW TO DEBA'.rE.-Giving rules for conductinf ~
bates, outlines for. de~ates, qu_estions for discussion, and th• ~
sources for procurmg 111format10n on the questions given.

SOCIETY.

No. 3. ~OW TO ~L~R'l'.-The arts and wiles of flirtation l!lliC.
fully expl~1:qed by this little book. Besides the various method• '!{.
ba.r..dkerch1ef,_ fan, glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation, it ®ill·
!ams a .full hst of the language and sentiment of flowers, which !!c
m.terestmg to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happi;.
without one.
. No. 4. H_OW .'1'0 DANCE is the title of a new and hand1omc
h_ttle .book JUSt issued by Frank Tousey. It contains full instruct
t10ns m the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and at partlet.\
how to dress, and full directions for calling oft' in all popular squa~
dances.
No. ~· HOW T9 MA~~ LOVl!J.-A C!Jmplete guide to lov(J.
court~h1p and ma~r1age, g1v111g_ sensible !1dv1ce, .rules and etiquet~
to be observed, with many cur10us and mterestmg things not se!ll•
erally known.
No. li. ~OW TO DR~SS.-Containing full instruction In th
art of dressmg and appearmg well at home and abroad giving th
selections of colors, material. and how to have them made up.
_No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of tile
HOUSEKEEPING.
brightest and. most valuable little books ever given to the worm.
No. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Containing Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful both .male u (
~u!J Instructions for constructing a window garden either in town female. '.rhe secret is simple, and almost costless. 'Read thl1 b~
i>r country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
llowers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever pubi!1hed.
· BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No .. ~· HOW. TO K~EP BIRDS.-Handsomely Illustrated uO
~n cooking ever published. It contains recipes for cooking meats
contammg full mstruct10ns for the management and training of tkJ
81b, game, and oysters ; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
ipaatry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS A~
~ooks,
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illlW'
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for trated. By Ira Drofraw.
nerybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you bow to
No. 40. HOW TO l\IAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hln'=
il!ake almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and blrdtl
'oracketl, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.' Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrln.i.[>
Keene.
ELECTRICAL.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-~
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mountlllft
JCriptlon of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism ; and preserving birds, animals and insects.
toiether with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Glving co•
1tc. By George Trehel, A. M., M. D. Oontaining over fifty il- plet~ informa~ion as to the m.anner an.d method of raising, keeplnf
'u1trations.
tammg, breedmg, and managmg all krnds of pets ; also giving full
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- !nstructi_ons for m!lkin~ cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-elcb.~
:alning full directions for making electrical machines, induction 1llustrat1ons, makmg 1t the most complete book of the kind HS!I'
~oils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. published.
Sy R . A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
MISCELLANEOUS.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-A userul and fli)e
larre coll~ction of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also en•
~&ether with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and &
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. nllc
ENTERTAINMEN. (.
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harry book cannot be equaled.
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book fl@(,
l&'.ennedy. The secret given away. Every intellig-ent boy reading
thi1 book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- making all kinds of candy, ice-cream, syrups, essences, etc., etc.
No. 19.-FRANK TOUSEY'S UNITED STATES DISTAN<Sll
tudes every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
w.rt, and create any amount of fun for himself and friend:;. It is the TABLES, POCKET COMPANION AND GUIDE.-Givlng tto
distances on all the railroads of the United States u4J
official
•treatest book ever published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A Canada. Also table of distances by water to foreign ports, b&Gfl
nry valuable little book just published. A complete compendium fares in the principal cities, reports of the census, etc., etc., makllm(
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable it one of the most complete and bandy hooks published
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A. wolit'
for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the
derful book. containing useful and practical information in tk
money than any book published.
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little .treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to evfi!i
book, containing the rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general <COl'!l'
plaints.
backgammon, croquet. dominoes, etc.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-0®No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
foe leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information, r~garding th e collecting and arrancl~
stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
of
ilnd witty sayings.
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETEJCTIVE.-By Old King Bradly
No. 52. HOW '.1.'0 PLAY CARDS.-A. complete and handy little
llook, ii:iving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. n which he lays down some valuabl'·
bage, Oasino, Fortv-Five, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventul!'l.lf"
!.uctlo"l Pitch, All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-Contallil
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three hun4red Interesting puzzles and conundrums, with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how to work I@ ·
also bow to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and oth~l·
l!omplete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By ·Captain W . De ~1;'
Abney.
ETIQUETTE.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT l\HLITAR'I<
No. 18. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
•.i a sreat life secret, and one that every young man desires to know CADEJT.-Containin~ full explanations how to gain admittanetll
of Study, Examinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, P0;:1 ~
course
i:.11 about. There's happiness in it.
No. 33. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Contain!ng the rules and etiquette Guard, Police R egulations, Fire Department, and all a boy shoulC
i>f rood society and the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Compiled and written by Lu Senarens, auth• .•
pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NA.VAL OADET.-Complete llil
l:Q the drawing-room
structions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Navl\J
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, descrlptiom
DECLAMATION.
l'fo. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historical sketch, and everything a b9V
-flontalnlng the most popular sele!!tions In use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. Oo®'
tlalect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by Lu Senarens, author of "How to Beco~ o
West Point Military Cadet."
wl~ 111an:r 1tandard readings.

PRICE 10 CENTS EACH~ OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Address FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher. 24 Union Squar~ New York ,

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76.

A Weekly Magazine containing· Stories of the American Revolution.
By HARRY MOORE.
These stories are based on actual facts and give a faithful
account of the exciting adventures of a brave band of American ·
youths who were always ready and willing to imperil their lives
for the sake of helping along the gallant cause of Independenc e.
Every number will consist of 32 large pages of reading matter,
·
bound in a beautiful colored cover.
132 The Liberty Boys and the King's i!!py ; or, Diamond Cut DiaLA TEST ISSUES:
•133 'l'hemond.
!l3 The Liberty Boys' Dare ; or, Backing the British Down.
Liberty Boys' Bayonet Charge; or, The Siege of Yorktown.
IH The Liberty Boys' Best Blows; or, Beating the British at Benning- 134 The Liberty Boys and Paul Jones; or, The Martyrs of the Prison
ton.
Ships.
H5 The Liberty Boys in New Jersey ; or, Boxing the Ears of the Brit- 135 The Liberty Boys at Bowling Green ; -0r, Smashing the King's
ish Lion.
Stat ue.
06 The Liberty Boys' Daring: or. 'Not Afraid of Anyt,hing.
136 The Liberty Boys and Nafoan Hale; or, The Brave Patriot Spy.
97 The Liberty Boys' Long March ; or, 'l'he Move that l'uzzled the 137 The Liberty Boys' "Minute Men" ; or, The Battle of the Cow
British.
Pens.
U8 The Liberty Boys' Bold Front; or, Hot Times on Harlem Heights.
The LiJ:>erty Boys and the Traitor; or, How They Handled Him.
IJ9 'l'he Liberty Boys In New York; or, Helping to Hold the Great 138
L iberty Boys at Yellow Creek; or, Routing the R edcoats.
The
139
City.
140 The Liberty Boys and General Greene; or, Chasing Cornwallis.
100 'l'he Liberty Boys' Big Risk ; or, Ready to Take Chances.
Liberty Boys in Richmond ; or, l"lghting Traitor Ar nold .
The
141
101 The Liberty Boys' Drag-Net; or, haullug the Redco&ts In .
102 'l'he Liberty Boys' Lightning Work ; or, Too Fast for the British. 142 The Liberty Boys and the Terrible Tory ; or, Beating a Bad
·
llfan.
103 'l'he Liberty Boys' Lucky Blunder; or, The Mistake that Helped
143 The Liberty Boys' Sword-Fight ; or, Winning with the Enemy's
Them.
Weapons.
104 The Liberty Boys' Shrewd Trick : or, Springing a Big Surprise.
144 The Liberty Boys In Georgia; or, Lively Times Down South.
·
105 The Liberty Boys' Cunning; or, Outwitting the Enemy.
The Liberty Boys' Greatest Triumph: or, The March to Vi ct nry.
106 The Libe rty Boys' "Big Hit" ; or, Knocki ng the Redcoats Out. 145
The Liberty Boys and t he Quaker Spy: or, Two of a Kind.
107 The Liberty Boys "Wild Irishman"; or, A Lively Lad from 146
The Liberty Boys in l"iorlda: or, Ji' lghting Prevost's Army.
147
Dublin.
Liberty Boys' Last Chance: or, Making the Best of It.
108 The Liberty Boys' Surprise; or, Not Just What They Were Look- 148 The f,lberty
Boys' Sharpsilooters; or, The Battle of the Kegs.
The
149
ing l"or.
mo 'l' he Liberty Boys on Guard ; or, Watching the ELemy.
109 The Liberty Boys' Treasure ; or, A Lu cky Find.
1;:;1 The Liberty Boys' Strange Gnide: or, the Mysterious Maiden. •
110 'l'he Liberty Boys in Trouble ; or, A Bad Run of Luck.
in the Mountains: or. Among Rough l'eop le.
111 'l' he Liberty Boys' Jubil ee; or, A Great Da7 for I.he Great Cause 152 The Liberty Boys
Retreat: or. in the Shades of Death.
112 The Liberty Boys Cornered ; or, "Which YI ay Shall We Turn?" l ;:;3 The Liberty Boys'
the Flre Fiend: or. A Kew Kind of Battle.
and
Boys
Libel'ty
The
4
>
i'
l
113 The Liberty Boys at Valley Forge; or, Enduring Terrible HardQuakertown ; or, llfaking Things Lively In
in
Boys
Liberty
The
155
ships.
Philadelphi a.
114 The Liberty Boys Missing ; or, Lost In the Swamps.
J 56 The Liberty Boys and the Gypsies; or, A Wonderful Surprise.
115 The Liberty Boys' Wa~e r, And How 'l'hey Wou It.
Liberty Boys' Flying Artillery; or "Liberty or Death."
The
157
Beaten.
Not
but
Tricked
or,
Deceived;
Boys
Liberty
The
J 16
1;;s The Liberty Boys Against the Red Demons: or, Fighting the In117 The Libe rty Boys and the Dwarf; or, A Dange rous Enemy.
·
dian Raide rs.
118 'l'he Liberty Boys' Dead-Shots ; or, The Deadly Twelve.
159 The Liberty Boys' Gunners: o r. The Bombardment of l\fonmouth .
119 The Liberty Boys' League; or, The Country Boys Who Helped.
Liberty Boys and Lafayette; or, Helping the Young French
120 The Liberty Boys' Neatest Trick; or, How the Red coats were 160 'l'he
General.
Fooled.
Country.
s
Enemy'
Liberty Boys' Grit: or. The .Bravest of the Brave.
the
in
'l'he
161
Afoot
or,
Stranded:
Boys
121 The Liberty
122 The Liberty Boys in the Saddle; or, Lively Work for Liberty' s 162 'l'he Liberty Boys at "·est Point; or, Helping to Watch the Red·
coats.
Cause.
163 The Liberty Boys' Terribl e Tussle ; or, Fighting to a Finish.
123 The Liberty Boys' Bonanza: or, Taking Toll from the Tories.
124 The Liberty Boys at Saratoga; or, The Surrender of Burgoyne. 164 'l'h e Liberty Boys and "Light Horse Harry"; or, Chasing the
British Dragoons.
12 5 The Liberty Boys a nd "Old Put."; or The Escape at llorseneck.
Washington .
126 'l'he Liberty Boys Bugle Call; or. The P lot to Poison Washington. 16 5 The Liberty Boys in Camp; or. 'V'orking forDeaf
a nd Dumb Spy.
J,iberr.y Boys and Mute Mart; or, The
'l'he
6
16
Valley
Wyoming
The
or,
;
Esther"
127 The Liberty Boys and "Queen
Christmas ever Known.
Greatest
the
16 7 The Liberty Boys At Tren ton; or,
Massacre.
at Camden.
Disaster
The
or.
Gates:
l
Genera
and
Boys
Liberty
The
8
·16
Santee.
of
Hills
High
the
On
or,
128 The Liberty Boys' Horse Guard:
J!'iercelf, for FrPedom.
129 'l'he Liberty Boys and Aaron Burr; or, Battling for Independ- 169 'l'he Libert.y Boys at Brandywine; or, Fi;)hting
ork on Record.
"
Warmest
The
or,
;
Campaign
Hot,
Boys'
Liberty
The
O
7
1
ence.
1 30 The Liberty Boys and the " Swamp Fox" : or. Helping llfarlon.
Veterans.
Young
and
131 The Liberty Boys and Ethan All~n ; or, Old
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FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York.
DEAR Sm-Enclosed find ...... cents for which please send me:
.. ·.. copies of WORK AND WIN, Nos ..... .. ...... - ...... . ........ .. ... . . •• , •• ...•.•••... •••.•• ••• •• : . •
WILD WEST WEEKLY, Nos . ... . ... .. ........ .. ... ......... . .............•. . •• ••• •.•.••
"
H
·
" FRAKK READE '\VEEKLY, Nos ...... . ... .. ..... . ........ . .. . ..... . .. .. ....... .•• ..• •• •• •
"
" PT1UCK AND LUCK, Nos . . .. . , . ..... ... .................. .. .. .. ........... . .... . , ...•• •
"
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